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Officers of the Worthing Committee (cont) 
Robert Elleray FRSA is the author of ”Worthing: A Pictorial History” and “Victorian Churches of 
Sussex” as well as other publications of local interest. He holds the post of Divisional Local Studies 
Librarian based at Worthing. 
John Head, B. Sc.Econ., Dip.T.P., M.R.T.P.I. is a qualified town planner and worked for Worthing 
Borough Council. Then he worked on the restoration of  historic buildings he will shortly start a 
Consultancy Practice in the town. 
Mrs Joan Lark, the Social Secretary worked for ICI and IPC Newspapers. She is a life member of 
Worthing Archaeological Society and is a Friend of Worthing Museum and Art Gallery. She serves 
on her local Residents’ Association Executive Committee. 
Graham Toole-Mackson is a local solicitor who was on the committee of the Worthing Civic 
Society, he is now Hon. Solicitor to the Worthing Chamber of Trade and Commerce, Chairman of 
the Citizens’ Advice Bureau and a member of the Executive Committee of Methold House. 
Mrs Natalie Cropper has qualifications in Secretarial work and also in Art and Design. She was a 
member of the Worthing Civic Society Committee and concerned with architecture and 
conservation in the town.  She has worked for Mason and Hodges, the booksellers.  

 The Burlington Hotel 
After months of lobbying and preparing an historical dossier of photographs Philip Snow and his 
sub-committee have achieved success. The Department of the Environment has now agreed to 
extend the protection of Listed Building status to the Burlington Hotel which dates from 1865. 

 The Seafront Plan 

Several members of the Committee attended the public meeting held to discuss Worthing’s aims 
and proposals to improve existing amenities and generally tidy up the area. Any suggestions from 
the members would be welcome. 

 Other Conservation Issues 
Action has been taken on alterations at Warnes Hotel, preservation of Cissbury Ring, 
developments at 10 Prospect Place and the Buckingham Arms public house, the future of the 
Adult Education Centre in Union Place and a proposed new block of flats in Park Crescent. The 
Montague Place scheme has been rejected following strong objections from the C.A.A.C. and the 
public. The Society has offered to pay for reglazing of a small window in the lodge of Park 
Crescent currently in the trusteeship of the Brighton and Hove Regency Society. The Sub-
committee continues to consider 11 important planning applications.  

 Affiliation to other bodies 
The Worthing Society is now represented on the Conservation Area Advisory Committee 
(C.A.A.C.) and also on the Worthing Consultative Group. 
Social Programme and Fund Raising Robert Elleray arranged “a walk round Worthing” in  July 
which was a great success. Mrs Lark  raised  over £60 for the Society at an open day of Salvington 
Mill held in July. 
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Dec 1982 

Current Conservation Issues 
With respect to the recently built Littlehampton Swimming Centre, costing £1,700,000 the 
committee considered this to be an unattractive design on the wrong site, forced on the 
community to the detriment of the whole townscape. They were determined not to let this 
happen in the Worthing area. So the committee has made objections in recent months to 
proposals to alter the Buckingham Arms public house and No 10 Prospect Place. In both cases 
planning permission was subquently refused.   

 The Society has also protested against the proposed development at the northern end of 
Montague Place because it would destroy the sweep of Regency facades between the sea 
front and Shelley Road. It has also suggested that the plans  for replacing the Marine public 
house opposite the pier are not yet a good enough quality for such a prominent site. Our 
representative on the Conservation Area Advisory Committee has commented unfavourably on 
the design of the proposed new buildings west of Tarring Church. 

 The Society is supporting the Council’s proposal to re-landscape the grounds of Beach 

House, reinstating the open-air theatre, the sunken garden and ornamental ponds. The future 
of Union Place is being kept under review so that the original buildings on site should be kept 
for educational/cultural purposes. There has been environmental damage to the land around 
Cissbury Ring caused by motor bike riding. We are liaising with the owner of the land and the 
Society of Sussex Downsmen to discourage this. Perhaps members could report  the 
registration numbers of offending vehicles to the Society. 

 Social Program and Fund-raising. 
 A wine and cheese party was held in September at the home of Graham and Clare Toole-
Mackson. It was well attended and £100 was raised for the Society’s funds. 
The next quarterly meeting will be held on Wednesday 12th January 1983 at 7.30 p.m. in the 
Gordon Room, Stoke Abbott Road. 

 Mrs Patricia Baring 
Many members of the Society were saddened to read in the local press of her death. She was 
the founder of the Worthing Civic Society and the pre-eminent conservationist campaigner in 
Worthing for many years. The town owes her a great deal, she will be greatly missed. 
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29Mar1983 

 

FIRST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE WORTHING SOCIETY 
An amendment to the constitution was approved which removed a restriction on 
membership whereby applications must be approved by the committee. This was done to 
comply with the Charity Commissioner’s and the Civic Trust’s registration requirements. 
 

 The following Committee was elected: 
President:   P.A.Snow,  M.B.E.,  M.A., J.P. 
Chairman:  Con  Ainsworth,   Vice Chairman and Chairman of the Society’s Steering 
Committee:  Graham Toole-Mackson,    Hon. Secretary:  Marion McDougall,   
 Hon. Treasurer:  Ann Singelman,  Membership Secretary:  Esme Evans. 

  
The Speaker was the Hon. Secretary of the  of the Brighton and Regency Society,  
Mr Antony Dale,   O.B.E., F.S.A. 

 Redevelopment of Montague Place.  The extensive scheme of redevelopment was 
turned down by Worthing Borough Council  and an appeal against this decision was 
rejected at a Public Inquirey on 5th February.   Mr John Head, supporting the Council, 
pointed out that the loss of the sea vista would spoil the sea view of the town centre. The 
view of Liverpool Terrace and its gardens would also be lessened. 
Mr Elleray testified on the history of this area and the oldest of the listed buildings. 

 Proposed Extensions to St Mary’s Church, Broadwater. There are plans for two 
extensions to this historic church which will be a flat roofed Southern extension and a 
pseudo-gothic extension reaching almost to the main road. While more room is required 
it is felt that it should not spoil this land mark and should be more sensitive to the 
architecture of this church. The Worthing Society has protested against these plans and a 
final decision has now been deferred until newer plans can be viewed at the planning 
office. 

 Forthcoming events: 
18th May  Mr Elleray will conduct a tour of Christchurch, Worthing. 
22nd June, next quarterly meeting. Speaker Mr Geoffrey Godden showing slides of old Worthing. 
29th June Coffee morning to raise funds for the Society at Mrs Natalie Cropper’s  house. 
19th July  Mr Antony Dale will escort a tour of Park Crescent. 
13th September Quarterly Meeting, speaker Councillor Mrs Constance Scott. 
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 Conservation of Holm Oaks in Ilex Way, Goring 
After local opposition to the news that almost 200 trees must be felled or radically cut, a 
series of experts were consulted and they gave contradicting advice. A steering 
committee of the Worthing Society discussed the issues and wrote endless letters, 
sending a strong representation to a public meeting. Less trees were to be felled and 
fewer cut back, with the assurance of a future program of replanting and maintenance of 
the trees would be undertaken. 

 St Mary’s Church Broadwater  
The planned extensions to the church, to which the Society made strong representations, 
have been dropped and new plans will be submitted by the architects. 

 Other Conservation Matters 
The external finish and colour of a new building on the sea front opposite the pier 
(Bejams site) does not conform with the sea front plan.  
A review of conservation areas by the steering subcommittee has discovered a number of 
planning permission cases not complied with. Twice, when the Planning Office was 
informed an Enforcement  Officer was sent. 
Worthing now has a new Planning Officer, Mr A.D.Clarke, M.A., M.R.T.P.I.  The Society has 
already made contact with him and he hopes to attend a committee meeting soon.  

 The Society is also concerned about Buildings in: 
Western Row, Richmond Road, West Buildings, The Steyne, South Street Tarring and 
Caledonian Terrace which was successfully saved from demolition three years ago.  

 Mr G. Hopton 
Has sadly died recently, he was active in conservation in Worthing for many years and 
was the Chairman of the Conservation Areas Advisory Committee. 
 

 Social Progam and Fund Raising 
The Society’s stall at the Salvington Mill Open Day raised just over £100. And a coffee 
morning at Mrs Cropper’s House added more. 
There were guided tours, one by Mr Robert Elleray round Christ Church, Worthing and 
another by Mr Antony Dale through Park Crescent. 
Mr Geoffrey Godden showed his slides of old Worthing and the Chairman of the Borough 
Council’s Planning Committee, Cllr Mrs Constance Scott spoke to the meeting. 
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Conservation Work 
 The inadvisability of stone cladding a row of old cottages, the exterior decorative repair of a 
Worthing Hotel are small issues compared  with  threats to  well loved ancient buildings but all 
are important when it comes to the Worthing Society’s conservation duty to inform the public. 

 
Sept-Dec 

1983 
 

 

Rustington Convalescent Home in Sea Road Rustington 
The subcommittee of  Worthing Society has managed to persuade the Department of the 
Environment to extend the protection of Listed Building Status (GRADE II) to this building after 
supplying national authorities for over a year with information and photographs.  

 
 

Jan 1984 

 
Tree felling in Ilex Way, Goring 
17 more trees have been cut down (in addition to the 26 already felled). We are to be kept 
informed of future proposals for the area. 

 
 

Jan 1984 
 
 
 

 

Caledonian Place 
The Society is pleased with the rebirth of this terrace which was saved from demolition in 1980. 
However there is an unnecessary wall included in the restoration which blocks pedestrian 
access to Montague Street. This will jeopardize the future of the Caledonian Traders. We hope 
that this wall will soon be removed. 

 Plaques in Worthing 
The Society supports the proposal to erect a plaque in memory of Oscar Wilde at 5 The 
Esplanade where he stayed while writing “The Importance of being Earnest”  Other eminent 
figures with Worthing connections are Shelley, Richard Jefferies and W.H.Hudson who could 
also be commemorated. We have offered  to subscribe to a fund to set up further plaques.   
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Conservation Areas 
Mr R. Mason, Local Planning Officer attended the Steering Sub-committee of the Society to 
discuss its review of Worthing’s Conservation Areas. In 1983  John Head and Robert Elleray had 
commented to him on the existing areas, on behalf of the Society. If any of the areas were to 
be extended Mr Mason said there were economic factors and increased work for the planning 
Department. 

 Resignations 
Our  Vice-Chairman Graham Toole-Mackson announced his retirement because of professional 
commitments. 
Our Treasurer Mrs Ann Singleman has also retired and is replaced by Mr Eric Cropper pro-tem. 
 

 The Rivoli Cinema, Chapel Road 
This socially important cinema is being demolished. It was erected by in 1923 by Adolf Seebold 
and is being replaced by a new road system. 

 Heene Road Schools 
More flats seem to be planned for this site. Proposals to use the existing buildings as a 
community centre have been turned down. 

 Social Activities 
The guided trip to Eastbourne led by Con Ainsworth and Robert Elleray was attended by 45 
members of Worthing Society and the Worthing Archaeological Society to see the 
Archaeological sites in the old town and the developments in the new town. Eastbourne’s large 
shopping centre has been developed without destroying the historic heart of the town. 
Worthing has not planned this.  
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  Oct  1984 

First MEETING AFTER THE AGM 
 
The president expressed his thanks to five leading members of the society who were unable to 
continue on the committee because of pressure of work. 

 Graham Toole-Mackson 
Joined the Society when it was known as the Civic Society as a legal advisor, representing it 
successfully in the Caledonian Place enquiry. He then became Vice Chairman of the Worthing 
Society  and chairman of a very active steering committee. He drafted the constitution for the 
new Worthing Society. 

 
 

John Goulding  
was the Hon. Secretary in the Civic Society and then initiated the Newsletter. Since then he has 
been been a very valuable administrator. 

Ann Singleman  
Was the Hon. Treasurer, keeping the new Society financially balanced. 

 Joan Lark 
Was on the committee for the last two years and organized a lot of the fund raising. 

Marion McDougall 
Was the Hon. Secretary for the last two years and has worked with enthusiasm and dedication. 
The Society’s well being is due to her hard work. 

 
 
18 Sept 

A Conservation Officer for Worthing 
Mr Eric Cockain an architect and planner, has been appointed by the borough. He took up his 
post during the summer and has already shown interest in the Society. He attended the 
Worthing Society’s steering committee’s meeting on 18th September and it appears that future 
planning affairs in Worthing will be beneficial to buildings and the environment. 

 More or less Rubbish, or a Tip for Preservationists 
Rubbish tips in Worthing are now full so it now all  goes to the Halewick Lane Tip in Lancing at 
the foot of the Downs. The disposal of rubbish is the responsibility of West Sussex County 
Council and they should look at the threat of all the extra rubbish spoiling the Downland 
environment. 

 Current Events 
The Ship public house in South Street has been acquired by the Bristol and West Building 
Society to be converted into offices. The Worthing Society has taken steps to see that the 
unique façade is preserved. Building Preservation Orders have already have been applied on 
103  Heene Road and this is also hoped for the Ship. During the summer Homefield House was 
demolished in Lyndhurst Road. The Old Mill House, Angmering has been Grade ll listed. 
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At the Committee Meeting 
Miss Monica Everett offered to become the new Hon. Secretary. 
Mr Robert Elleray has published a new booklet “Worthing Theatres”, a concise account  of the 
town’s theatre history 1780-1984. It is hoped  that this and future booklets will stimulate interest 
in the town and our society. An attractive brochure giving details of the Society and its aims has 
been compiled by the President, Philip Snow and Robert Elleray to publicise the Worthing 
Society. 

 Current Events: 
Warne’s Hotel has been under a double threat, it is an important name in Worthing’s recent 
history and the ballroom which was added at the north east corner in the first years of this 
centuary is to be replaced with flats. If both parts are demolished the committee believes that 
Worthing would loose prestige. Two other plans affecting the Lido (Band Enclosure) and the site 
of the Parade Wine Lodge are causing concern and are being acted upon by the steering 
committee. Richard Maile has submitted yet another application to which we object. The 
Borough has proposed plans to affix plaques commemorating  buildings and people of note in 
the town.  The society has already submitted a list of suitable sites and promised some financial 
assistance towards the scheme. 

 Report from the Steering Sub-committee: 
We aim to include members on the sub-committee with specialist knowledge and interests. We 
have John Head (town planner), Robert Elleray (local Historian), Natalie Cropper (tree specialist) 
and Joan Smith (committee secretary and official photographer). We have a heavy work load and 
would welcome new members, particularly with legal knowledge or architectural interest. We 
need someone who would be prepared to visit the Planning Department on a regular weekly 
basis to inspect plans  in which we are interested. Currently we are involved  with the proposal 
to convert Colin Moore’s old premises in Warwick Street into a shopping mall. Unfortunately 
this proposes to demolish 20 Warwick Street, made of yellow brick, which has not been listed. 
Inside it contains a staircase that was once part of Warwick House which could become part of 
the shopping scheme. Stanford’s Cottage at the rear would also have to be preserved and 
enhanced, this has been  something we and the former Civic Society have been fighting for, for 
several years. The Society has been successful in persuading the Borough Council to serve a 
preservation order on 103 Heene Road, however the Secretary of State for the Environment 
would not confirm it as Listed but it is now in the new Heene Conservation area. 

 Other applications we have commented on: 82-88 Montague Street – a shopping development, 
109 Warren Road – tree work,   7 The Steyne – unfinished work on the new extension,  
Durrington Farmhouse in Pond Lane – bungalow at rear,  121 Montague Street -  building over 
New Street,  Heene School – demolition,  8 Liverpool Terrace – window alterations,  13 Bedford 
Row – rumours of demolition,  71 New Road – loss of trees,  Eirene Road/Sea Place area – 
observations made on plans for the area,  10-12 Warwick Street – shopfront design,  5 Warwick 
Street,    Lyons Farm – residental development on downland,  South Farm Cottages – alterations,  
12-13 The Styne – loss of iron railings to be replace by a wall.   



 
 
4 Dec 1985 
 
29 Jan1986 

Social Activities: 
Quarterly meeting in the Gordon Room when the speaker, Mr Kim Leslie, of the West Sussex 
Record Office talked on the turnpike roads in Sussex  and their cartography. He showed slides 
of old Sussex maps. 
Meeting for a lecture on the development of theatres in Worthing from 1780 – 1984 given by 
Robert Elleray who also showed slides. 
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June1985 
 
 
 

July 1985 

Current Events: 
Our President, Philip A. Snow received the O.B.E. in the Queen’s Birthday Honours in June. The 
members congratulated him. 
The recent demolition of Colin Moore’s House in Warwick Street led to a crisis in July when a 
rescue operation had to be mounted to save the late Georgian Spiral staircase. With cooperation 
from the developers, Seaward Properties, the friends of Salvington Hill, Worthing Museum and 
the Conservation Area Advisory Committee, the staircase was dismantled and is now safely 
lodged in the museum store.  Mr Phil Edwards oversaw the work.               

 
21st July 

The Society’s Summer Luncheon Party was held at Mrs Mary Rosenberg’s House in Ambrose 
Place, 45 members were present including the Borough Conservation Officer Eric Cockain. £150 
was raised for the funds. The Society has been much occupied with planning matters during the 
past months and Tony Baxter on the Sub Committee has done useful work, accurately reporting 
and appraising current planning applications. New plans for the extension of St. Mary’s Church 
Broadwater have just been submitted, much better than those rejected in 1983 because a linking 
passageway would be used instead joining the extensions to the church. 
 

 
 
21st May 
 
 
 
 
 
18th June 
 
 
16th July 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13th August 

 Town Walks:  There have been four, led by Con Ainsworth and Robert Elleray and joined by 
some members of the Worthing Archaeological Society. 
The first was at West Tarring and was curtailed by sea mist but the parish church was viewed 
inside and out. The Old Palace, a number of buildings in the High Street including Parsonage Row, 
the now closed Museum of Sussex Folklore and then down South Street to see the Reading 
Room, behind Bishop’s Garth the fig garden reputed to be started by Thomas a Becket were also 
viewed.  
The second walk was to Broadwater, welcomed in the church by the vicar. Then some of the 
older buildings in Broadwater East were viewed, followed by Cricketers Parade and the Old 
Broadwater school ending at Broadwater Green, one of the earliest cricket  grounds in England. 
The third walk was round Heene, Robert Elleray talked about the church, then the old Heene 
Chapel remains were visited,  followed by Manor Lea and post modern sheltered flats then the  
Heene church rooms and Heene School which had just closed, next there was a group of early 
Victorian houses on the west side, south of Rowlands Road. Heene Terrace, intended as the 
seafront of the “new town” of West Worthing then the Burlington Hotel which the Worthing 
Society had succeeded in getting listed and finally some interesting smaller properties in Milton 
Street. 
The fourth walk was round Goring where we were greeted by church bells, making it difficult to 
hear what Robert Elleray was saying about the church. Con Ainsworth introduced the Roman and  
Medieval settlements in the area. We walked up The Bury and Bury Drive where archaeological 
evidence of settlement has been found on both sides, then saw the Bull Inn and on to Goring  
Hall School. Coming back along Ilex Way noting the replaced trees there were a few words about  
the Courthouse. The walk ended with a look at Jefferies House and the Malthouse Cottages. 



 Report from the Steering Sub-Committee: 
Roger Elkins has joined the sub-committee, he has valuable architectural expertise. 
Unfortunately we were unsuccessful in getting the D. of E.’s agreement to list the Wine Lodge or 
20, Warwick Street but fortunately the Borough Council refused  permission for the Wine Lodge 
redevelopment and seemed to be in agreement that the building should be retained.  20 
Warwick Street has been demolished but the staircase has been saved. The D. of E. had listed 
Warnes Hotel ballroom but this was not known by the Planning Committee when they agreed 
to redevelopment. However the Borough Planning Officer, Tony Clarke was not prepared to insist 
on an application for demolition to be made. Richard Maile’s scheme for Montague Place was 
refused but the subcommittee are working on an alternative scheme involving landscaping which 
will be submitted to the Council as soon as possible. 

 The Chatsworth Hotel has continued to submit applications to remove the iron railings outside 
12-23 The Steyne and replace them with a wall, and latterly, a ramp to the pavement. The 
Society considers this is wrong and that any existing walls should be replaced by matching 
railings. A new conservation area is to be designated by the Council in the Farncombe Road 
area.  Applications continue to be submitted to demolish Nos 15-19, but the Society will object 
to redevelopment here as it is contrary to the Council’s present policies. 

 In Tarring an application has been submitted to build a bungalow on much of the remaining part 
of the Fig Garden. The Society has objected and alerted the Council to the existence of this 
historic feature, a fact of which they seem to be unaware. Also in Tarring, an unsympathetic new  
window in the Old Palace is proposed but the Society has objected. 
103 Heene Road is now the subject of appeal against refusal of redevelopment. Plans are again 
submitted for alterations to St Mary’s Church, Broadwater. 

 Highdown Chalk Garden has been officially recognized by the D. of E. as a garden of national 
importance. 
Recent changes in the Borough Boundaries  have meant the loss of  one listed building (Upton 
Farmhouse, now in Adur District) and the gain of two (Castle Goring lodges, formally in Arun 
District). 
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12Oct1985 

A NEW YEAR 
There is still unfinished business from 1985 to be completed. All members were thanked for their 
support during the past year and hoped that their interest would continue during 1986 and that 
they would encourage their friends to join also. 
The Buffet Supper held by Mr and Mrs Toole-Mackson raised about £120 for the society’s funds. 

 Report of the Steering Committee: 
Warnes Hotel The Council’s Chief Legal Officer has consulted a London barrister who is a 
“planning  expert”. He confirmed that, even though the planning committee was given the wrong 
information when they granted permission for the development involving the loss of the 
ballroom, the permission is valid. The Society does not accept that this is a correct interpretation 
of the law.  Mr Robin King, a member of the Society and a solicitor, is acting for us, making our 
position clear. He will represent the Society at a meeting with Mr Hunter in January.  Robert 
Elleray and John Head will also attend. Meanwhile the hotel is boarded up and stripped of its 
contents except for the stained glass windows and the revolving doors. 

 The society’s request to preserve some of Worthing’s old lamp Posts, after the survey carried 
out by Tony Baxter, the County surveyor is prepared to preserve a number of columns if the 
Borough Council can provide a suitable site for them. The society is also donating three trees to 
be planted at West Worthing Shopping Parade, Goring Road after corresponding with the 
Borough Engineer about improving the pavement. Farncombe Road has now been designated a 
conservation area without the Society’s views being taken into account. Tony Baxter and John 
Head inspected the latest application by the Lido for another water slide. They criticized the way 
the survey was conducted since most of the supporting signatories were school children. 

  Other applications on which the Society has made comments are: 
Bishop’s Garth where a bungalow is to be built on the fig garden. 
Chatworth Hotel on the loss of Railings. 
St Mary’s Church Broadwater proposed extension. 
“White Hart” and “It’s a ‘N’ice” in Montague Street, proposal to build over New Street. 
Stanfords Cottage/Colin Moore site , renovation and a new shopping precinct. 

 John Head attended a Local Inquiry where the proposed flat development at 6-8 West Parade 
was dismissed and heard that an appeal has been lodged against the refusal of permission for 
flats at the Wine Lodge site. 

 
 
3rdSep1985  

A State of Change in Worthing: 
This was the title of the talk given by Mr Eric Cockain at the Quarterly Meeting. The Borough 
Council had appointed him as the first Conservation Officer in the history of Worthing, 
recognizing that the heart of the Victorian town was being torn out which must be changed by 
defining the “areas of special character” by the legally defined “Conservation Area” He 
maintained there were still enough quality buildings that were worth saving  but the vigilance 
and impetus of our Society was needed to keep the character of the town. He showed many 
slides taken in his previous job as well as in Worthing showing what can be done, both good and 
bad, in conservation. Worthing is very fortunate to have such a Conservation Officer. 
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Current Events 
There was a successful social event, a Lamb Roast whch raised over £300 for the Society’s funds 
at Colin and Correlia house but it was disappointing that relatively few of the members attended. 
Suggestions for future events and speakers would be welcomed. 

 Report of the Sub-Committee 
The sub-committee is still spending a lot of time on the proposals for Montague Place and it 
seems that the Society’s views have found favour with the Inspector as he dismissed Richard 
Maile’s appeal and said that in his opinion no development should take place. However the 
Borough Council are not bound by this, so please make your local Councillor aware of your views. 
The Borough Planning Officer is preparing various options for the area. He has asked  Worthing 
Society to be responsible for one of the schemes and we have worked closely with Eric Cockain 
to produce an imaginative scheme that is not too costly to implement. The Society was 
represented at the  Local Inquiry for the flats at Warnes Hotel which took three days. Objections 
were raised by our Society and other people but the result is still awaited. As a result of an 
enquiry by a member, the Society has written to the Borough Planning Officer concerning plans 
for the Dome Cinema. It could be demolished but it could be retained as a cinema and the Society 
must work towards this end. The trees to be planted at West Worthing Shopping Centre have 
been agreed with the County Council and the Borough Engineer. They are to be three Ginkgo 
Biloba (Maiden Hair Tree) to be planted next November to March season. 

 Other planning applications have been dealt with including: 
Connaught Theatre –we objected to the removal of the faience tiles from this important Art 
Deco façade. 
Assembly Hall- we objected  to the unnecessary removal and alteration of fittings from the 
interior of another Art Deco building. 
Goring Hall School – we felt that the proposal to erect an estate of bungalows was a serious 
encroachment on Goring Gap and Ilex Way, it should be resisted at all costs. 
15-19 Farncombe Road- our continued objections to the demolition of these buildings and 
refusal of consent by the Council has led to an Appeal. We have sent our views to the D. of  E. 
Stanfords Cottage, Warwick Street- we have objected to the widening of the ground floor 
windows on the north side,  and to cement rendering this wall and the East Gable wall (since this 
is the only one displaying original brickwork). 
We welcomed the design and materials for the proposed Co-op Superstore, east of Broadwater 
Bridge, also the renovation  of “The Castle” pub. 

 
18Jun1986 

Littlehampton Town Walk:  
About12 members of Worthing Society joined members of Littlehampton Civic Society for a town 
walk starting from the central car park. It was lead by Mr Wilfred Daggett using Mr Mike Jenning’s 
notes (he had had an accident playing cricket and could not lead). We  passed through the 
pedestrian precinct of High Street, up East Street to see the last surviving farmhouse in the area. 
In Church Street were old cottages dating from 1700. We turned down Fitzalan Road, into 
Maltravers Road where the new Arun District Offices were nearing completion but there was an 
old surviving Victorian letterbox on the corner. The walk continued through several more roads 
passing some neglected properties and one ( number 33) with a vandalised fire mark. The last 



building was the Littlehampton Museum which specialises in Maritime matters and where a lot 
of improvements are taking place.  
We were grateful to the Littlehampton Civic Society for inviting us to join their walk and hope 
that some of their members will join our next Worthing walk. 
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Dec 1986 

Editorial 
The chairman of the Steering Sub-Committee, John Head and his committee have dealt with    
many planning applications and other schemes during the year. The Hon. Secretary, Susan 
Head, has made an important contribution to the smooth running of the Society’s affairs. Both 
were thanked by the Chairman, Robert Elleray.  

 Social Activities 

A magic lantern entertainment and a gastronomic delight of an elegant soiree chez Toole-
Mackson. There were town walks in Brighton and Worthing to learn the local history. Every 
member of the Worthing Society was asked to spread the word about the work of the society 
and to encourage more new members. 

 Report of the sub-committee 
Tudor Court at 52 Richmond Road and the Southern Pavilion of the Pier are now Listed 
Buildings. 
An appeal against 12 bungalows being built at Goring Hall which would encroach onto Goring 
Gap. Trees at West Worthing Shopping Parade are to be planted, the Dome cinema is 
continuing to be supported. The Odeon is now closed and the land north of Montague Place is 
to be planned for development. The Eardley Hotel in Marine Parade is to have another floor 
and Roof and the Society’s observations have been taken into account. 

 Recent Planning Applications that Worthing Society has dealt with. 
4 Mill Road – our objection to a large Cupressus Macrocarpa being removed, the case 
continues. 
Grand Avenue- we are objecting to flats proposed for north of Rugby Road. 
Greenhills, Lansdowne Road- we are objecting  to a large unsympathetic extension. 
The Conservation Area Advisory Committee has requested a survey to be carried out to find 
out  how much the Planning Committee has responded to conservation advice and 
observations made by the  Worthing Society and the CAAC. 

 
 
5th Oct86 

Brighton Town Walk 
Esme Evans reported the details of the walk and buildings seen by 16 members as they were 
led by Robert Elleray. 

 
8th Nov86 
 
 
2nd Dec86 

Buffet Supper 
Graham and Clare Toole-Mackson  provided the hospitality and the evening raised £155 for the 
Society’s funds Mrs Pam Phillips and barman Tony Baxter helped. 

World of the Magic Lantern 
At the December Quarterly meeting Mr Jeff Barnard, in Victorian dress, assisted by Mr Craney 
of the Lancing Repertory Players presented Magic Lanterns. 
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July1987 
 

Editorial 
Activities of the Worthing Society were explained, work of the sub-committee, history and 
architecture of Sussex and Worthing with related subjects. A walk is arranged to stimulate 
interest and to observe buildings and the environment. There are also social occasions for 
contact between members and to raise funds for the Society. More members are needed. 

 Report of the Sub-Committee 
At the recent AGM it was reported items that were continually on the agenda were: 
Sheltered Housing developments, future of the Dome Cinema, Montague Place and the 
Society’s trees at West Worthing’s shopping centre. Now three Maidenhair Trees have been 
planted at the end of Wallace Avenue which are doing well, but beware of vandals. 

 Developers continue to submit proposals for sheltered housing often involving Edwardian or 
Victorian buildings to be demolished when they could be converted. 
 The Montague Place landscaping scheme, our committee have been in discussion with the 
Avon Group who have a positive attitude to our scheme and will give practical support. 
Preservation of the Dome Cinema, we will be helped by the Cinema Association who are 
enthusiastic about the building. The lessee of the cinema, Mr S Wischhusen is keen to renovate 
the building. Some of the Councillors do not support keeping the building. The Society is to 
prepare a petition for the public to sign. 

 4 Mill Road- the Society was unsuccessful in preventing the removal of a large Monterey 
Cypress tree due mainly to weaknesses in the Tree Preservation Order legislation. 
Eardley Hotel- the Society commented on the design of the proposed extension and a better 
proposal resulted. 
Goring Hall School We backed the Council refusal of permission to build 12 bungalows. 
Park Crescent Grounds    We made detailed comments on the Council’s landscaping scheme. 

 
17 Feb 87 

Conservation on the South Downs 
Christopher Passmore has a mixed farm at Coombes and was the speaker for the Society’s 
meeting. He showed slides of buildings, equipment and farmworkers of the past with 
Grandfathers, then fathers, then sons giving continuity. He showed Applesham farm in 1840, 
then machine sheep shearing in1910. He most concerned that modern farming should not 
damage the landscape but preserve trees, wild flowers, hedgerows and natural habitats. 

 
26 Apr 87 

Broadwater 
 After the AGM, the speaker Mr Standing summarized the development of Broadwater from a 
settlement on a tidal creek in Saxon times. Broadwater church was originally timber and was 
changed into flint after 1100. In the 1821 census there were 102 properties in Broadwater 
Street. Mr Kerridge then showed slides of Broadwater street from various periods. The evening 
finished with Mrs Susan Head ringing the old school bell. 

Courtlands 
The summer visit on 4th July was in good weather to Courtlands organized by Pam Phillips. The 
funds raised met the expenses. 
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16th Oct 

Report of the Sub-Committee 
Two major events have occurred: 
The Storm of October 16th caused loss and damage to trees and buildings. We donated £50 to 
the Worthing Herald appeal and have written to the Council offering to donate trees for Beach 
House Park. We also asked that the lamp post on the seafront should be replaced to match the 
others and that the Dome should be made water proof. 

 Warnes Hotel Fire. Some members watched the fire and took photographs. It seems that the 
façade can be kept. The developers say they want to rebuild in a similar style but recent 
submitted plans are not inspiring. 
The Dome. The Cinema Theatre Association have replied that they will not list the building 
because it was not built as a cinema. The Inspector thought it was worth listing but the Minister 
did not. Worthing Society have written to Terence Higgins to find out what is happening 

 Montague Centre. The Avon Group have submitted detail plans showing classical buildings which 
we think are good but we have submitted our linked amendment concerning paving of Montague 
Place north end. 
Sreet Trading, we wrote objecting to the ban but we now understand that it is to be allowed 
under licence in Montague Street. 

 Capstans We have already tried to get them listed  but as they are machinery they are not 
listable. We are contacting the owners to see if they are threatened. 
Grand Avenue  there was a public meeting arranged by the Council on 7th December. Tony Baxter 
spoke on our behalf supporting the proposals. 
Titnore Way. The new house adjacent to a listed building, the appeal was dismissed. 

 
16th Aug 88 

HOVE TOWN WALK 
Led by Robert Elleray, disappointingly with only three other people, they walked from the 
seafront through Brunswick town along Western Road and back to the sea front. They saw 
classical and modern buildings, set in roads and squares and learnt their architectural history 
along with several churches. 
  

 
29th Sep 88 
 
 
1st Dec 88 

The Sussex Coast in Troubled Times 
Mr John Goodwin, a founder of the Fortress Study Group and author of “The Military Defence of 
West Sussex” talked and showed slides from the Spanish Armada to the present century. 
St Mary’s , Bramber 
Mr Peter Thorogood, owner of the house, conserving it and opening it to the public, told with 
slides, the history of building. 
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Sept1988 

A Letter from the Isle of Man 
The Chairman, who had visited the Isle of Man writes of the lack of restoration and 
preservation of beautiful buildings on the island, replacing so many of them with modern 
commercial complexes. He  compares this with Worthing and the effort being made to 
preserve its unique character. 

 The Vice Chairman’s Report 
As mentioned at the AGM, all planning applications are now dealt with by the full committee. 
Tony Baxter is our committee member responsible for checking the planning applications. He 
visits the planning department offices at 3-weekly intervals. He notes our committee’s views 
and then includes them in a regular letter to the Planning Officer.  Other items considered:- 

 Montague  Place. The planning Committee have consented to the Society’s scheme. 
The Dome. Two million pounds  has been quoted for repairs, but only minimal repairs have 
been done over the last twenty years. 
The New Local Plan will be available for public inspection in 2-3 months. 
New Conservation Areas. Robert Elleray and Tony Baxter have prepared a survey of these 
areas which are larger than before and include a new area at Goring. 

 26 Marine Parade. We have objected to change of use into a leisure hall. 
Blenheim Court/Coate House, Arundel Road. The Society have objected to the encroachment 
on the Downs but the appeal was dismissed. 
St Peter’s Church, High Salvington. Application to have it listed was turned down, insufficient 
interest of its type. 
Old Capstans. We have managed to get some grants, renovations will be done soon. 

 Goring Hall. The Hall has now been listed. The Council has been reminded of the restricted use 
of the Hall and the headmaster’s House. 
Signal Boxes. We sent a letter to British Rail complaining about the undue haste and secrecy in 
the demolition of signal boxes on the coastal line. 
Lifeboat House. We are supporting Rob Blann in his attemps to start a Lifeboat Museum. 
Grafton multi-storey carpark. We are trying to screen this from the sea front. 
Marks and Spencer’s seafront façade.We have written to the Council about this depressing 
façade, changes should be considered. 

 
 
Feb 1988 

Wakehurst Place. 
Mr Geoff Greenough, from Wakehurst Place, the Sussex branch of Kew Gardens, gave an 
illustrated  talk on the gardens which surround an Elizabethan mansion (1590). The gardens, 
pollution free, were sadly damaged in the hurricane, Oct 1987. 

Amberley Chalk Pits Museum.  
After the AGM a speaker from the museum  which opened in 1979, explained how exhibits 
were collected and which activities could be watched. He showed slides of historic buildings. 
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Feb1989 

Vice-Chairman’s Notes 
This is an active and important time for the Society. Montague Place is a success, Eric Cockain 
prepared all the plans before 15th December 1988 and the Avon Group are committed to carrying 
out the scheme, sharing the cost with the Council. The paving scheme should soon be completed. 
Warwick Street is a worry at present.The Bus Garage and the ex-Colin Moore depository is the  
only large site, not enough for a major redevelopment of the area. 

 John Head represented the Society at a meeting in the Dome organised by Robin King, he met  
representative of the architects who will prepare the scheme for the area on behalf of Burtons 
and Southdown. John Head has sent a letter to the architects, Lyons, Sheeman and Hoare in 
London, making the following points:  The Dome must be retained.  Bedford Row must not be 
adversely affected.  Chapel, workshop, Bedford Cottage and adjacent buildings should be 
retained.  All Marine Parade frontage buildings to be retained.  Staffords Marine Library to be 
rebuilt to original design.  All footpaths to be retained and network to be extended. Bedford Row 
Gardens to be returned to open green space. If a new store required for Debenhams, this is  to 
be on the bus Garage site. A new application for the Dome to be listed has been submitted, 
supported  by the Cinema Theatre Association and the Victorian Society.    A book, “Dream 
Palaces of Worthing” by a member Fred P. Windsor, covers the Dome,  is now in the bookshops.    

  Planning Applications 
In the last six months up to  the middle of January there were 118 planning applications of which 
47 were subject to comment or objection. We believe the planning committee welcomes  and 
often acts upon our suggestions. The following were the most important:  18 Grand Avenue, to 
build a swimming pool in the front garden.  Marks and Spencer, installation of doors to Marine 
Parade lobby.  Pier Southern Pavilion, erection of unsightly advertisement boards. Seacourt, 
Jefferies Lane, flat roofed Garage and Velux windows in Barn roof.  Clarence Court demolition 
and building of large block of flats.  33 Mill Road and 15 Bath Road/4 Ariadne Road, demolition 
for flats.  Granada Leisure Centre, Rowlands Road, (Old Plaza Cinema) unsightly new canopy 
and alterations to façade.  Westerfields, 54 Richmond Road, destruction of part of garden for 
car parking and building of a linked extension.  Wine Lodge, Marine Parade, installation of 
excessive number of oversized signs.  Headmaster’s House, Goring School, cancel the link that 
states the use of the house must be linked with the school. 

‘ 
 
 
 
 
Sep 1988 

Conservation Areas Three new areas created, in Goring, Mill Road and Warwick Gardens, 

extension of four existing areas in Tarring, Broadwater, Heene and the sea front. This will provide 
protection for the remaining good houses in Mill, Cowper and Wykeham Roads. 

Littlehampton and its listed Buildings. The first meeting in the Worthing Library Lecture 

Theatre when Mr Mike Jennings of the Littlehamptom Civic Society projected maps of the old 
town and showed slides of the listed buildings some of which were still threatened. 

 
Dec 1988 

Conservation in Brighton   Mr Trevor Smith is the Assistant Planning Officer for the Borough 

of Brighton. He showed slides from the oldest area, neighbouring villages now part of the town, 
Regency period, Victorian growth and the post Victorian surge towards the Downs. Brighton had 
1800 listed buildings in1971. Now there are 16 urban conservation areas. 
WANTED A NEW MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY as Susan Head is retiring as Secretary  of the Society.  
Esme Evans has offered to take her place leaving Membership Secretary vacant.  



 
 
Oct 1989   

 
Buffet Supper      The profit  from the supper was £200. We were very grateful to Graham and Clare 

Toole-Mackson for their hospitality. 
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The Worst Happens in Hastings 
Green open spaces in towns, disappearing and becoming developments are all too frequent. In 
Hastings now, an historical site, the cricket ground since1872 and one of the best loved cricket 
venues in the county is to become a mammoth shopping centre, the plans have been approved 
this year and there is to be an entrance ramp which will affect Robertson street. 

 
 
26 Jul1989 

Warwick Street South 
Three members of the committee, Jill Sutcliffe, Robin King and John Head are members of the 
SWOT co-ordinating committee and as such meet Councillors, Council officers and potential 
Property Developers. They attended the first meeting of the Council’s Working party when 
Burtons revealed that they had made no amendments to their plans for a shopping centre. The 
Working party said the plans were unacceptable and also asked Burtons to reconsider their 
proposals for Bedford Row and the Dome. Since then Burtons have not reacted, it is hoped that 
they have pulled out. There will be a second meeting of the Working party on 20th September 
when  SWOT will present our alternative plan which has the support of English Heritage. 

 Planning Applications 
In 6 months up to August there were 126 applications, of these the Committee decided to make 
representations to the Borough Planning Committee on 43. The majority of these applications 
were subsequently refused and the others had to be amended to be acceptable. Some that we 
objected to were: 

 The Lido was to be converted into a Family Leisure Centre by Smarts of Littlehampton retaining 
all the existing building with some commendable enhancements. 
Beach House, Sea Lane. They wanted to demolish this house and replace it with a block of flats. 
Due to a public outcry of which we were a part the Planning Committee rejected the change. 
Westerfields, Richmond Road. Gamble and Cook wanted an annex/extension to the main house, 
the design if which has been improved.  The car park at the back has been refused leaving parking 
only in the front. 

 The Warren, Warren Road. The proposal to build a two storey extension onto the London and 
Edinburgh Insurance Group building was refused. 
Ann Street The BTA Electronics building to be replaced with flats and a shop. The building would 
have been bigger than others nearby and was turned down. 
37 and 39 Offington Lane  Demolishing these houses and replacing with 3 bungalows and garages 
was refused. 

 27 Brooadwater Street East.  Extending the old coach house and  building in the garden was 
refused. 

Applications not yet decided 
27-33 Grand Avenue,   Mulberry Public House, Goring,   17 South Street,    
           
 13 West Avenue AND 7 and 8 West Parade We were unsuccessful in preventing demolition. 



 
 
 
 
14th July 89 
 
 
 
 
 
22nd July 89 

Views of Worthing 
In the first of a new series,  a sketch of Tudor House in Richmond Road circa 1830 was drawn,  
accompanied by  brief notes. 

Worthing Town Walk 
Mr Robert Elleray led a group of about 25 people on a walk round the town centre. It was on the day 
which was the 200th Anniversary of the fall of the Bastille and the beginning of the French Revolution. 
Some of the prosperity of the town as a tourist resort came from emigrees from the revolution. The oldest 
building was the Chapel of Ease 1812, now part of St Pauls. The next eldest was Liverpool Terrace built by 
Henry Cotton in 1814-1826. The age and histories of many other buildings was discussed. 

Wine and Cheese Party held at Courtlands, attended by 50 people raised £73.45 for the 

society’s funds. 
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Vice-Chairman’s Report 
There has been no advancement on the Warwick Street development since the last newsletter, 
meanwhile SWOT continues to meet every month and recently organised a visit by the Civic 
Trust, who had a site visit and a discussion session with the Mayor and various Councillors. The 
Chief Executive and the Borough Planning Officer both declined an invitation to attend, although 
the Conservation Officer was allowed to take part. The Civic Trust were impressed  by the area’s 
potential (and that of the Dome) and would be able to help in various ways if the Council so 
wished. 

 
Dec 1989 

The Commemorative Plaque Scheme is now under way, with the first being erected on the Old 
Lifeboat House, in Marine Parade, just before Christmas. The next will be at No. 8 Bedford Row, 
to commemorate W.H.Hudson’s connection with the house and we hope to organise a small 
ceremony to mark the occasion. The plaques are made by Peters Signs, to a design by Susan 
Head. Three small plaques will also be fixed to the seafront capstans which the Society renovated 
and this is being arranged by Tony Baxter. 

 Worthing’s Centenary Celebrations. The Society has proposed to offer a Centenary Award which 
is already in the Council’s schedule of events as are local studies lectures being organized by Chris 
Hare. 
Warnes Hotel The society is continuing to press for the ballroom to be in the rebuilding. 
Montague Place. The improvements promoted by the Society are to be funded by the Borough 
Council and the Avon Group but a new planning application will have to be made for the 
amendments to the Bandstand and the Rotunda. This was done at short notice to meet the 
Council’s deadline, Robin King, John Head, Mr Cockain and another Council Planning Officer, Mr 
Andy Bower each paid a quarter of the planning application fee. 

 Planning Applications Only 90 applications have been made in the last six months warrenting 

the Society’s attention. The majority of these were refuse or amended so satisfying our 
objections but the principal ones remaining were: 
The Warren, Warren Road, following the refusal previously to build a 2 storey extension on the 
Down,s side, a further application for a large extension on the parkland to the south of the 
complex has regretfully been approved. 

 22 Liverpool Gardens Demolition has been refused, probably because the Seafront and 
Hinterland conservation area has been extended to include Liverpool Gardens and Liverpool 
Square. 
27-33 Grand Avenue. The demolition of these houses and their replacement by a large block of 
flats has been approved after the redesign improved the block. 
34 Arlington Avenue. The proposal to establish a Group Practice Surgery has been rejected. 

 18 Vicarage Fields. A request to lop 15-29 feet off the top of 10 Ilex trees has been refused. 
Lyons Farm. The application by Sainsbury to build a supermarket has not yet been decided by 
the Planning Committee. 
12 and 14 Liverpool Gardens. The Avon Group wishes to demolish these Victorian houses and 
build a large office block. The application has not yet been determined. 
North Barn, Littlehampton Road.  This agricultural listed building is wanted as a restaurant 
which will then be a threat to the Downland Area. We hope it will be rejected. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
18th Nov 89 
 
 
 
Feb 1990 

Welcome to South Marine Ward Residents. Following the disbanding of this Association 

the Committee of the Worthing Society have offered one year’s membership of their society to 
former South Marine members in exchange for the transfer of their remaining funds. These new 
members are welcome and it is hoped they will enjoy and continue to support the Worthing 
Society. 

Buffet Supper. About 60 members attended the supper at 9 Ambrose Place. Just under £200 

was raised for the Society’s funds. 

Views of Worthing ( No. 2)  Drawing showing Park Crescent c1825-29, designed by Amon Wilds. 

Waste Tip at  Highdown Wimpy Waste have applied for planning permission for an industrial 

waste tip at Titnore Lane covering 37 acres for 1.2 million cubic feet of industrial waste. This 
Society has objected strongly to Worthing Borough Council and Arun District Council who are 
now also objecting. The active support of Natalie Cropper and the many other contacts made 
during the period that the application was being considered, brought attention to the danger to 
the environment and water supply. Every member should be aware of the considerable risk and 
should contact their County Councillor before 25th February. 
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Vice-Chairman’s Notes 
Worthing Borough has been celebrating its Centenary. The Society’s contribution was the 
Centenary Conservation in Worthing Exhibition which ran for six days at the Town Hall and the 
Centenary Awards for new buildings or refurbishments which made a significant contribution to 
Conservation in Worthing. The exhibition was a great success, with over 800 people attending 
and many complmentary comments were received. Our thanks go to the Borough Planning 
Officer, Tony Clarke and his staff,  particularly Eric Cockain and Mike Bleakley for their time and 
help and the loan of video equipment. The Society also thanks its members who gave their time 
so that there was always someone in attendance at the exhibition for the whole time it was open 
to the public. Jill Sutcliff spent a large amount  of time with Roger Elkins setting up and 
dismantling the exhibition. 

 A video was shown continuously and was very popular. There were several enquiries from 
people who wished to purchase copies of the 15 minute tape and if there are at least 20 advance 
orders the film can be purchased for £6.50  which includes a storage case. Our thanks go to Eric 
Cockain who shot three hours of footage from which the tape was edited and later added the 
commentary. Members were asked to nominate buildings for the award. Those received were:  
The Montague Centre, the Toilet Block at Highdown Gardens, “Homesteyne House” in 
Broadwater Road,  “Apsley Mews” in North Street,  “Penhurst Court” in Grove Road,  “Glendale 
School of Dancing” in Penfold Road,  The Lifeboat House in Marine Parade and finally The Lido. 
After judging, a special award went to the Avon Group for the Montague Centre,  the Centenary 
Award itself went to Vincent Developments for “Penhurst Court” in Grove Road. The committee 
also presented an illuminated address to Eric Cockain for his considerable contribution since his 
appointment as our first Conservation Officer. 

 At the recent AGM  some ordinary members complained that they were excluded from the day 
to day affairs of the Society, so the following processes have been suggested:  

1. The next AGM will be split into a working meeting starting earlier at 7 p.m. with the talk 
commencing at 8 or 8.30 p.m., so that members can attend either or both and there will 
be more time for discussion. 

2. A forum has been set up, the first meeting to take place on 17th October at 7.30 p.m. at 
the Chatsworth Hotel, at which the committee and the Borough Planning Officer will 
attend and members will be able to ask questions and discuss any matters of importance. 
This will be an experiment, if successful, will be held on a regular basis. 

3. The Committee is not a “clique”. There are vacancies on the committee which need to be 
filled and additional help is needed. Volunteers would be welcomed. The committee 
meets every three weeks usually in members’ homes. If anyone wishes to join please let 
Esme know.  

  Planning Applications  
106 applications have been examined in this time. Of these the Society decided that 47 deserved 
written comment to the Borough Planning Officer for onward transmission to the Planning 
Committee. Some two thirds of our comments and objections seem to have been accepted by 
the Committee or have resulted in satisfactory amendments. The more important applications 
we commented on were: 



 a. The Old Railway Cottage, Mulberry Close. This was the last remaining original Level 
Crossing Keeper’s Cottage which we tried to get listed to prevent its demolition, but we 
failed on both counts. 

b. Sandhurst School.  The proposed side extension was considered too large in relation to 
the main school, so it was refused. A scaled- down version would probably be acceptable. 

c. 55, George V Avenue. A dangerous precedent would have been created had a proposed 
side extension been allowed. 

d. Cumberland Hotel and Ardington Hotel.  Proposals to fit UPVC windows have been 
dismissed. 

e. Highdown Towers. A change of use to offices has been allowed. 
f. 5-7  Warwick Gardens. An enforcement order is being issued requiring the replacement 

of a flint wall demolished without permission.  Warwick Gardens is one of the new 
Conservation areas. 

g. 1, Liverpool Terrace.  An application for a hanging sign was turned down. 
h. 12-14 Liverpool Gardens. An application by the Avon Group (of Montague Centre fame) 

would have retained the two houses within an office development. This was refused 
because of a lack of car parking spaces. 

i. Portland Market. The proposed redevelopment of this minor eyesore is unsatisfactory 
and it is hoped that a more suitable design will be forthcoming. 

j. Lloyds Bank, South Street. Certain aspects of the refurbishment of this listed building 
have been refused: a bright green fascia, replacement glass panelled main door and 
unsightly grilles at pavement level.  

k. Beach House, 64 Sea Lane.  The application to build a bungalow in the grounds was rightly 
rejected. 

l. Warnes Hotel. Following the conclusion by the English Heritage survey that the façade 
could be saved, an application by NH Finance of London to demolish the whole building 
has been strongly opposed. 

m. North Barn, Littlehampton Road. The proposal to turn the Barn into a restaurant was 
turned down by the Planning Committee earlier this year. An Appeal against this decision 
 has been lodged but any further attempt to commercialise part of Downland will be 
vigorously resisted. 

n. New Council Office Block. Our strong objections to this poorly designed building were 
well reported in the local press but ignored by the Planning Committee. 

 

 Views of Worthing. 
The drawing, No. 3, was of Ambrose Place, a Regency terrace built 1810-1826. 

 
 
4th July 

A Worthing Town Walk. 
Ten people led by Robert Elleray left South Place. He explained that South Street was unusually 
wide because until 1878 there were no buildings on the west side and when Chapel Road was 
cut to be the main road into Worthing ( High Street had become too narrow) South Street was 
then aligned with Chapel Road. St Paul’s Church (1812), the site of the old Town Hall, the new 
Town Hall built in 1930s were viewed before walking along Warwick Street. At the Steyne Mr 
Elleray said the houses on the west side were probably the best range of buildings in Worthing. 
In the Brighton Road he said that  in 1893 there was a fever epidemic there probably caused by 
the neglected water supply, it had not enough money spent on it because of the high cost of 



keeping the Brighton Road open to Lancing. The walk continued back through Warwick Lane, 
Ann Street, Montague Centre, Liverpool Terrace to Shelley Road to Portland Road where 
interesting buildings past and present were discussed. The walk concluded at the end of 
Ambrose Place by St Paul’s Church. 
A book has been published about Victorian Worthing, written by Rob Blann called “A Town’s 
Pride”  It is on sale in bookshops for £9.95 
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April 1991 

Wimpey Waste Proposals 

The threat of the Wimpey Waste Tip is still with us. The Planning Application was refused, so 
Wimpey Waste has appealed to the Department of the Environment and a Public Inquirey is to 
be held on Tuesday 16th April at Durrington Community Centre. It will commence at 10a.m. and 
it is likely to take 3-4 days. The site is 39 acres, for 1.2 million cubic metres of waste - a small 
location map is shown. There will be 240 large vehicle movements to the site each day and the 
excavators and lorries will use the site from  7 a.m.- 5.30 p.m. six days a week. Ancient woodland 
will be lost, there will be damage to wildlife, there is a threat to the water supply and production 
of Methane gas requiring a burn off facility. The Tip will have a strong visual impact especially 
when viewed from Highdown Hill and there is the possibility the site may be enlarged in the 
future. Members were urged to attend the Inquirey and to write to the Inspector (address given). 

 Co-ordinating Conservation  A number of different societies and individuals are dealing with 

Conservation in Worthing, co-ordinating their efforts and Worthing Society is well represented. 
The “Yellow Brick Society” was formed some  years ago and seemed to duplicate resources but 
the fight for Warwick Street led to the formation of “Save Worthing Old Town” (the joint 
committee of Conservation Groups). Most of its members are now also members of the 
Worthing Society. We have always had a representative on the Conservation Area Advisory 
Committee which meets at the Town Hall on a three weekly cycle. The quality of its advice to the 
Planning  Committee has improved over the years and recently when Rob Blann won a Planning 
Appeal in Marine Place it set an important principle for the future of Warwick Street South. The 
views of the Planning Committee are given importance by the Appeal Inspector. (A diagram to 
clarify the system and  showing where the Worthing Society is represented is given).  

 Warwick Street South.   Rob Blann has won his appeal relating to the improvement of 

properties at the south end of Marine Place where the council had a draft plan to demolish them 
and widen the road. The Inspector considered that the destruction of these houses was 
unnecessary as there is ample scope for access to the area.  

Montague Place. We are still pressing for the promised seating to be provided in the Rotunda 

and elsewhere, also for the aluminium railings which the County Council erected to be removed. 
 Old Plans and Records. The Planning Department is microfilming older records and have 

been consulting Worthing Society as to which of the original records need to be preserved for 
posterity. There are still many records to be sorted and if any members can assist for a few hours 
please contact John Head. 

 
Au1990 to 
Jan1991 

Planning Applications. 128 planning applications were examined, 47 commented upon to 

the Planning Officer, most of them were either refused or satisfactorily amended.  3 appeals 
were opposed by letter. Those of significance were: 
Lloyds Bank, South Street. Resubmitted applications were slightly improved but the bright green 
fascia and glass doors were allowed despite our continued objection. 
24/26 Brighton Road (Brown’s Greengrocers).Two sets of applications to modernise the shop 
front have been objected to, because the traditional appearance of the building which is in a 
conservation area would have been destroyed. 



37-41 Eirene Road. Proposals to allow the sale and repair of Jet Skis and Mountain Bikes have 
been refused. 
Land on the East side of the Titnore Lane Junction with the A27. Attempts to obtain permission 
for the use of the land for mini-Motor Cross have failed. 
The Grafton Site, Marine Parade. We have objected to certain aspects of the outline planning 
application for the costruction of an hotel, excessive height, wrong use of parking spaces in the 
public multi-storey car park and an unsightly and unnecessary footbridge over Marine Parade. 
Lyons Farm, Upper Brighton Road. Sainsbury have made again an application to build 150 
residential units. Despite our objection to the high density and lack of children’s play areas the 
application has been approved. MacDonalds have applied for a Super Berger Bar with drive 
through facilities. 
Trees felled in Liverpool Gardens. Our protests were not effective and the trees were felled. The 
promised replacements  have not yet arrived including that for the Red Chestnut felled earlier. 
  
 

About 1900 The Hotel Metropole Mrs Harper of Angmering, last year, handed the Society the original 

plans for the Hotel Metropole, Grand Avenue later The Towers and now Dolphin Court. Her 
father and uncle having been involved in the original building. The plans were sent for 
safekeeping to the West Sussex Record Office.  She talks about Worthing in the early 20th 
Century ending at Heene Road but her father planned to have,  farther west, a Grand Avenue 
with the Hotel complex on the sea front corner. She also gives an account of her family and 
their traits. 

 
17th Oct 90 
 
 
17th Nov 90 
 
30th Apr 91 

Members Forum was held at the Chatsworth Hotel and was attended by about 20 members,  

Mr Clarke the Borough Planning Officer, and Mr Bleakley the Building Control Officer. Important 
current topics were discussed and it is planned to repeat this meeting on a yearly basis. 

Buffet Supper held at 9 Ambrose Place which raised about £200 for the Society’s funds. 

Amendment of Constitution  At the next AGM it is proposed to amend the membership 

adding another paragraph to include corporate members. 
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Current Topics 
1) The Dome. All but one of the members of the Joint Committee of Conservation Groups 

(also known as SWOT) are members of the Worthing Society.  SWOT has been promoting 
the idea of a charitable, preservation trust to take over responsibility for the Dome from 
the Council and ensure its proper renovation, with the members of SWOT being trustees 
together with other persons as appropriate. We are having a series of meetings with a 
working party of Borough Councillors to investigate the practicalities of setting up a trust. 
We are also due to meet the existing tenants of the building to discuss the matter with 
them. It is possible that this could become a “revolving fund” which could acquire, 
renovate and sell other problem buildings in the area. This would be practical 
conservation in action. 

2) Goring Hall. Plans have been submitted to the Council to use Goring Hall (formally a 
private school) as an independent hospital. In principle this would seem to be a good use 
for this listed building, not requiring as many changes as those needed to become flats. 
However it is disappointing in needing a large additional building to the west of the Hall 
which would compete with the Hall and over power it. There is also a policy issue 
concerning it being a new building in the Goring Gap. 

3) Park Crescent Archway. The Society has not had to pay a large insurance premium this 
year for the Archway and lodge, having persuaded the Regency Society of Brighton and 
Hove that they should once again accept some responsibility for this. So we have only 
paid 50%. We have tried to persuade the Council to take over this insurance since they 
already pay for Amelia Park and they would get it cheaper as part of a block insurance 
but they declined for this current year. 

4) Improvement Grants. There is concern about the inflexibility of the Environmental 
Health department of the Borough Council where Improvement Grants are concerned. 
There is a Cottage, listed Grade II, in High Street,Tarring where the owner has applied for 
and obtained permission for an improvement grant for its renovation, however the 
building has to be inspected and a program of works have to be carried out before the 
grant is paid. One job to be done is to lift a York Stone floor for damp proofing, but the 
Conservation Officer reports that this floor is a fine example and unique in Worthing, 
lifting it will cause damage and the interest in it will be gone for ever. The owner does 
not wish to alter the floor and it is not done he looses the grant for the rest of the building 

 
 
3rd August 

A Plaque for William Henry Hudson: 
A plaque was unveiled at 8, Bedford Row, Worthing. In addition to members of the Society 
present, there were invited representatives from relevant bodies:  Miss E. Brenda Woolgar MBE, 
Chairman and Mr Ray Fox, Secretary, of the Worthing Members Group of the Sussex Wildlife 
Trust,  Mrs R. Folkherd, President and Mrs Finch, Chairman of the Worthing Natural History 
Society. The plaque commemorated the naturalist’s connection with Worthing on one of 
Worthing’s best early 19th century Terraces. He is buried in Broadwater Cemetery. 



 Planning Applications: 
Since January 151 planning applications have been examined, of which 70 have required the 
committee’s comment or objection. There have been far fewer large developments proposed 
than in the past. We supported the Council over 5 Appeals against refused applications, to which 
we had originally objected. 

a. North Barn, Littlehampton Road. A modified application to lessen the impact of 
conversion into a catering establishment was refused because of the encroachment onto 
Downland. It is hoped that the public enquiry will support us. 

b. Cottage in car park of Our Lady of Sion School, Gratwicke Road. We continue to resist 
attempts by the school to demolish the small old cottage for extra car parking. The school 
has appealed but we have given the Council our support. 

c. Eirene Road/Sea Place. Despite intense lobbying the outline application for the 
development of the area as a sea activities centre was approved. We have objected to a 
building at 12 Sea Place as being of inadequate design and questionable use. 

d. 18-22 Farncombe Road. These old and neglected houses belong to the Health Authority 
who wants to demolish them to make three blocks of flats for nurses’ accommodation. 
The present designs are out of keeping with the Farncombe Conservation Area. Since 
April of this year, the Health Authority no longer has Crown Immunity and is now subject 
to normal planning requirements. We are striving, with the Planning Committee to retain 
the houses with an acceptable design. 

e. 12/14 Liverpool Gardens.  Plans for this site, north of the Montague Centre car park, have 
not yet been approved, but the two houses will be retained 

f. Land South of the Acre Day Centre, Boundary Road. Two applications to build  houses 
on this land with the loss of some fine trees have rightly been refused. 

g. The London and Edinburgh Insurance Company, The Warren, Warren Road. Another 
application to build a second office block, larger and obtruding into the parkland has been 
lodged. We have objected strongly suggesting the existing block could be extended but 
commercial pressures, as before, will no doubt prevail.   

 Beach Zoning. 
 Beach zoning proposed by Worthing Borough Council in May 1990 received a negative response 
from the public in September 1990. It was for the area between the Lido and Heene Road to 
become a swimming/amenity beach (with priority cleaning) and the area between Heene Road 
and the Borough boundary to be zoned for marine recreational activities despite the number of 
beach huts. After opposition to jet skis at Goring it was proposed that beach zoning should be 
re-examined as a possible solution. 

 
 
19th June 

Town Walk.  
19 people assembled at the east end of Heene Terrace (1865) by the Burlington Hotel and led 
by Mr Elleray walked eastwards towards the Beach Hotel of Art Deco design, which is the SE 
corner of the former parish of Heene. Returning by Brunswick Road to Heene Road which in 
medieval times may have been the High Street of the village of Heene. The present MGM 
Assurance building on the east side replaced to old Heene Baths which was a showpiece when 
it opened in 1866. At the junction with Rowlands Road early 19th century developments, some 
with their original shopfronts could be seen, also westwards Victorian buildings. Further up 
Heene Road, on the east side is a cottage dating from 17th century and then several early 
church buildings. Along Lansdowne Road are Heene Manor Farm buildings, though the Manor 
was destroyed in 1974. The ruins of St Botolphs Chapel from 1534 and 1873 Church designed 
by Scott enlarged in1903. Returning to Heene Road and turning into Richmond Road there was 
a Lombardic tower attached to number 80. Finally from Heene Road into Shelley Road then 
Wordsworth Road back to the starting point in heavy rain the walk ended. 



  An important Exhibition: 
 The current exhibition at Brighton Museum on ”C.A.Busby, the Regency Architect of Brighton 
and Hove” is interesting for architects and local historians. Busby was in partnership with the 
Lewes builder- architect Amon Henry Wilds who designed Park Crescents for both Brighton and 
Worthing.  The exhibition is free and closes on 6th October. 

 Christmas Cards: 
The Society is proposing to produce a Christmas Card this year using an original drawing by Mr 
Eric Cockain, Worthing’s Conservation Officer, featuring Broadwater Church. The cards will cost 
£2.80 for a pack of 10 cards. 
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The Dome Trust 
A working party of councillors has decided that there must be an agreement for the additional 
work to be done on the Dome tower, then they would recommend  the Trust should be given 
initially, a five year lease of the Dome complex, with the option of a long lease of 125 years later 
if the Trust demonstrates that it would carry out the agreed program of work. The Trust’s 
engineers, a reputable Brighton firm have inspected the tower and say that it can be repaired at 
less than one third of the cost suggested by the Councils’ surveyors. 
 

 There are complicated legal matters to be settled over the lease as the present cinema 
operator owns a company called Garrick House Ltd which has gone into liquidation but the 
lease is in his name only, Steven Wischusen. The Liquidator has offered the Dome for sale. 
The Trust offered £25,000 for the lease which only has 12 months to run but there have been 
offers of £90,000 and £80,000.  The Council, as freeholder, disagrees with the Liquidator over 
his right to sell Mr Wischusen’s lease.  

 John Head suggests, as vice-chairman of the Trust, that a Preservation Trust is the best way to 
ensure a secure future for The Dome and its proper preservation but the Council must have 
ultimate control and never part with the freehold interest, only selling a long lease. 

 Waste Tip, Highdown Hill/Titnore Lane 
The Secretary of State has dismissed the appeal by Wimpey Waste Management because it 
would contravene most of the current Structure Plan Waste Disposal Policies. It would raise the 
surface of the land above the general surrounding ground level, harming the landscape of an 
area of great beauty, its nature conservation asset due to the woodland and it is also accessible 
to a large number of people. There was enough other land in Sussex for the next 10 years of 
land filling capacity. This was a successful outcome to one of the longest appeals in Worthing 
against a formidable opponent. 
  

 Planning Applications 
 
There were 95 applications scrutinized of which 40 provoked comments.The more important 
ones were: 

a. Goring Hall 
We supported the change of use to a hospital, being an acceptable use for a listed 
building but objected to the design and location of the proposed extention and to the 
access route along Ilex Way which is still unresolved. 

b. Houses on North Side of Stoke Abbott Road 
Despite our objections outline permission has been given for the demolition of these 
fine houses and replacing them with offices or flats. However we still hope that the 
houses will remain, converted into flats. 

 
 



  
 
c. The Lido, Marine Parade 

 We objected to the proposal to sell Fish and Chips from one of the outside shops on 
the grounds of the objectionable smell, demeaning the listed building, but to no avail.                   

      d.    12/14 Liverpool Gardens 
We have been successful in having these two Victorian villas retained within the overall 
design of the new office block, reflecting the architecture of the Montague Centre to  
the south. 
 

The Council failed to have the Appeal dismissed to turn North Barn, Littlehampton Road into a 
Licensed Restaurant, since the buildings were now redundant for agricultural purposes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23rd Nov 

 
The Civic Trust  are proposing to produce a new free magazine to be sent direct to members  

of all Civic Societies. The Trust has requested that we provide them with the names and 
addresses of all of our members which they have undertaken will not be passed to any third 
party. Any member objecting to their name being given to the Civic Trust please contact the 
Membership Secretary.  
 

Buffet Supper was held at Graham and Clare Toole-Mackson’s House. The event raised 

£192.48 for the Society’s funds. 
 

Committee Members more members are asked to come forward for the committee. 

 

Christmas Cards The cards which the Society produced from a drawing by Mr Eric Cockain, 

Worthing’s Conservation Officer, were a great success.  Almost all were sold and a profit of 
about £140 was made for the Society’s funds. 
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Vice-Chairman’s Report 
 The Dome no progress has been made, meanwhile the building has not received maintenance. 
The scaffolding, erected in January to allow an inspection is still in place. However the current 
operator, Robins Cinemas runs a successful program of films. 
Warnes Hotel. The Steyne corner block is looking smart, having been repainted but sadly most 
of York Terrace has been demolished. Before this was done Eric Cockain and John Head checked 
the remains and had drawings made ready for the construction of a replica. They also marked 
with spray paint items such as windows, balcony ironwork and roof sections so that they could 
be retained as patterns  for new work. The Worthing Society is now in possession temporarly, of 
the Haile Selassie plaque, a fire insurance mark and art nouveau stained glass from the ballroom 
clerestory. Another glass window is also saved for the Society. It is intended to leave the ground 
floor section of York Terrace at its western end (with its original bays) as a model for rebuilding 
and we have also secured the retention of some of the boundary wall and piers to Marine 
Parade/York Road. 

Sunday 
14th  June 

Brunswick Town Walk 
A small group of members met outside the Iron Duke Public House in Waterloo Street, Hove to 
walk around Brunswick Town led by Mr Ellerey. The Brunswick Town estate was  designed in 
1825 by Charles Busby and the group walked up Waterloo Street to the redundant Church of St 
Andrew built by Charles Barry in 1828. The Iron Duke Public House opposite was previously 
called the Kerrison Arms. Further north was the old market entrance and the Market Building, 
which was Dupont’s Riding School and latterly the Old Market Arts Centre but is now closed. 
The walk continued along Western Road to Brunswick Square, Brunswick Terrace and the 
Brunswick Hotel, then westwards to Lansdowne Place (originally Wick Road leading to Wick 
Hall). The building occupied by the Brunswick  Town Commissioners became Hove Town Hall 
1873-1882 until the new town hall was built in Church Road by Waterhouse. The walk 
continued to Palmeira Square and Adelaide Crescent, which was partly built by Decimus 
Burton. 

 Planning Applications 
a. Warnes Hotel The council allowed the owners to to demolish the Hotel and ballroom 

before the contract to rebuild was signed, they gave consent to redevelop the Hotel 
with a correct replication of the façade. 

b. Capelia House, West Parade. As a result of our complaints the ugly obtrusive signs have 
been replaced by smaller, acceptable ones. 

c. 5, Liverpool Terrace.This is the second application that has been refused so that the 
façade is not covered with signs. 

 d. 155/165 Brighton Road, Ingleside Hotel. It is sad to see yet another hotel closing and 
being  converted into flats. We hope the entire façade of the terrace will be preserved. 
We are pressing for the whole of this early 1900s development of holiday guest houses 
to be made a conservation area, but no success so far. 

e. Sea Court, Jefferies Lane. Another attempt by the owners to gain permission to insert 
roof lights in the west facing roof of the listed barn is being resisted.  

  



  f. AssemblyHall/ Town Hall.  A strong  objection has been lodged against an application 
by the Borough to add a plastic roof over the temporary hut located to the south 
between the two listed buildings. We have asked for a purpose-built extension instead. 

g. Worthing Hospital. Under the plans for the new extension the original infirmary 
building is to be demolished. Although it has architectural and historical interest, it is 
not listed and despite our protests the planning committee agreed to demolition. It is 
hoped that the clock and perhaps the tower will be incorporated in the new building 
together with a brass plaque which in 1927 was set up to replace a commemorative 
stained glass window to the founder Sir Frederick Dixon.  
 

 
 
14th Nov 

 
Buffet Supper  is being organized at the home of Graham and Clare Toole- Mackson. The 

price will be £5.50 which includes a glass of wine  but members can donate a single food item 
for the buffet. 
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Recent Events 
The Dept. of the Environment Inspector has published  his report on the proposed Worthing 
Local Plan.  John Head represented the Society at the public enquiry held in March1992 and 
made a number of representations and objections to various aspects of the plan. The Inspector’s 
report is available for members of the public to see at the Planning Department offices or at the 
Worthing Reference Library. The Inspector agreed with most of Worthing Society’s comments, 
particularly the important ones such as: 

1. There should be a general policy protecting the character of existing residential areas. 
2. The Council’s reference to developments at Montague Place should be deleted and 

proper enhancement proposals for the open space should be considered. (Just as 
Worthing Society proposed in 1986). 

3. The conservation area south of Warwick Street should include Bedford Row, The Dome, 
Marine Place and the bus garage site. (Leaving no “holes”.) This would not deter 
development but would ensure that any new development would be in keeping with the 
surroundings. It could be developed on a “piecemeal” basis.  

4. The reference to redevelopment of the Grafton car park site including a footbridge (over 
Marine Parade next to the Lido) should be deleted from the plan. 

5. The houses in Stoke Abbott Road (former council offices) should not be demolished but 
should be retained and converted for re-use as offices or residential. 

 
 Unfortunately the Inspector’s recommendations are not binding on the Council and they do not 

have to act on them to alter the Local Plan. The Society is currently preparing a case for 
submission to the Local Government Ombudsman in the hope of stopping this practice and also 
obtaining some sort of financial compensation to support future conservation interests. On 24th 
December 1992 at a committee meeting of the Council, documents were signed to sell the site 
for redevelopment and on 7th March 1993 the buildings were demolished. 
 

 Planning Applications 
Although 122 applications have been inspected since August only 37 have justified comment or 
objection. Among those  on which we represented our views to the Planning Committee were: 

a. 27/33 Lyndhurst Road was the site of A. Kimmin’s old foundary, at present occupied by 
Messrs Kenvad, dealers in cars and parts. A garage like development was challenged but 
was allowed by the committee after some minor amendments. 

b. Manor Cottage, 7 Lansdown Road.  This is all that remains of the old Heene Manor 
complex. We prevented its total external modernisation but unfortunately nothing can 
be done about a large UPVC window already inserted some time ago. 

c. 14 Sea Place. There were many strong objections which led to the refusal of the 
application for this building to be used as fully licensed premises. 

d. Warnes Hotel site, Marine Parade We objected unsuccessfully, to the proposed NCP’s 
temporary car park because it would delay the start of the redevelopment of the site. 

e. Reps Health Studios, Portland Road. Rejected as an out of place extension to a Grade 11  
Listed Building that was Christ’s Church School. 



f. 31, Chatsworth Road. We have objected to a proposal to heighten the old Jordan and 
Cook Furniture Depository by adding a 4th floor and a pitch roof, making it about the 
same height as the Gilbourne Centre The outcome is still awaited. 

g. Trees There has been an abnormally large number of applications for felling or excessive 
pruning of trees subject to Tree Preservation orders. It is good because it shows more 
people are aware that their trees are subject to preservation orders but it is necessary to 
guard against the dilution of the Borough’s good stock of trees. 

 
On the brighter side, the Society has written a congratulatory letter to the Parks’ Manager and 
the Arboriculturalist on the comprehensive and imaginative program of tree planting in Beach 
House Park and in the grounds of Beach House screening the Peter Pan Playground. This has 
more than compensated for the number of trees lost in the 1987 Great Storm  and will in time 
return the area to its former glory. 
 
 

 Anthony Dale  OBE. FSA.  1912-1993 
The recent death of Anthony Dale is a great loss to the cause of conservation both locally and 
nationally. He attended Oriel College, Oxford and became a solicitor in 1938 and in 1945 was a 
founder member of the Regency Society of Brighton and Hove, becoming its Honorary 
Secretary for the rest of his life.  From 1946 to 1976 he was Investigator, then Chief 
Investigator of Buildings at the  DOE.  In 1957, as a trustee of the Worthing Park Crescent 
Archway Trust, he was instrumental in saving it from demolition and ensuring its restoration. 
As a determined and skillful defender of Brighton’s Regency architecture, he had wide practical 
and historical knowledge, an outstanding ability to research and write about Brighton’s history. 
The books he wrote were: 
Fashionable Brighton 1820-1860 published in1946,  The History and Architecture of Brighton 
published in 1950, Brighton Town and Brighton People published 1976 and Brighton Churches 
published in1989. 
  

 Park Crescent Archway and South Lodge,  illustrated by Roger Elkins in the Worthing 

Society Newsletter, March 1993, on the centre page. It was built by A.H.Wilds in1826, saved 
from demolition in 1957 by the Worthing Park Crescent Archway Trust. 
Worthing Borough Council were finally persuaded by this Society  to take over the Archway and 
Lodge in 1992 as a fitting completion to their landscaping of Amelia Park.  

 In Committee  other matters discussed in committee in the last 6 months. 

We have continued discussing the erection of further plaques on historic buildings and  
plaques for famous persons. We are currently negotiating with the owners of the first 
Worthing railway station building, to erect a plaque to show its importance. 
We have applied to have some street furniture listed, the post box and telephone box in the 
Steyne and the Lamppost in Farncombe Road, famously saved by Mrs Baring.  The old 
Worthing Hospital building will be recorded by the Royal Commission on Historic Monuments 
before demolition.  
Roy Turner has expressed  concern about the tatty appearance of the roads between the 
station and the town centre and after much correspondence West Sussex County Council has 
agreed to plant some trees. 
There has been correspondence with the Borough Council over the lack of street name plates. 
WSCC are considering supplying Goring by Sea signs at east and west end  of Goring Road. They 
are already experimenting with Broadwater on their signs. 



  
 
The loss of landmark trees on Highdown Hill in the 1987 gale has been a matter of concern. 
Strong advice from archaeologists and the National Trust say that root damage to the 
nationally important archaeological site outweighs the landscape advantages. 
 
The controversy over the A27 continues, the Department of Transport route as now proposed 
goes some of the way towards our reservations previously expressed, particulary for a tunnel 
at High Salvington. Our comments to the Department of Transport were submitted by John 
Head. 
 
The Dome. John Head and Rob Blann are members of the Dome Trust and the present position 
is a struggle to involve the Trust in discussions with the Borough Council and any new lessee. 
 
Goring Hall proposes to have croquet lawns at the end of Ilex Way, reported by Natalie 
Cropper, we have objected because they would be in the strategic gap between Ferring and 
Goring. 
 
 

Other News Items: 
 
BT Environment week May 22-31 1993. If any members are prepared to tackle a project they 
could win a BT award. Applications to be in by 3rd May, any grant applications by 31st May. 
 
Civic Trust. The National Council of Civic Trust Societies are proposing to set up a Friends of the 
Civic Trust Scheme in which individual members will be able to support the Trust. 
 
The Annual Buffet Supper was held on Saturday 14th September. The event raised £198 for the 
Society’s funds. 
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Local Plan 
The Council response to the report of the Inspector who conducted the Inquiry last year has 
been published and we are generally happy that the plan is to be amended with many of his 
recommendations. However we are not happy with the Stoke Abbott Road situation and we 
have complained officially to the Ombudsman. He replied that there was no evidence that we 
had suffered injustice through maladministration and therefore he could not investigate. The 
matter of conservation area boundary changes should be dealt with separately from the Local 
Plan at present. It is likely that there will be changes in the legislation soon. 
 

 
 
July 1993 

 New Government Advice on Conservation 
An important new consultation paper has been published by the Department of the 
Environment and the Department of National Heritage setting out government planning 
policies on conservation and historic buildings and acting as a reference in matters relating to 
listing. It also gives practical guidelines on alterations to buildings. The document (61 pages) is  
“Historic Buildings and Conservation Areas Consultative Draft Planning Policy Guidance 
PPG15”  Councils are invited to comment and the Society will comment too if we feel it is 
necessary to do so. 
 

   
 
23rd Sept.   
 
 
 
28th Sept. 
                     

The Dome   The “Jurassic Park” premier was very successful and raised £1000 for the Dome 

Presevation Trust. The future of the Dome and the offers received for the long lease will be 
discussed at the Policy and Resources Committee. The meeting will be open to the public (but 
not to speak) starting at 6 p.m. 

The A27 road. The Public Enquiry starts at the Town Hall at 10a.m on28th September and 

then moves to the Ardington Hotel on 19th October. The Society’s view is that we should not be 
spending on new road building but directing these funds towards improving public transport 
and on rail freight facilities. We feel that none of the new planned outer roads are acceptable 
because of the severe effect on the Downland and Cissbury Ring. It would be better to extend 
the proposed tunnel and redesign the Offington corner flyover. We have written to the 
Department of Transport and are liasing with S.T.O.P. as we think that their case will reflect our 
views as far as the Inquiry is concerned. 

 Conservation Area Advisory Committee, (CAAC)  John Head represents the Society on 

this committee which meets every three weeks at the Town Hall to advise the Planning 
Committee on planning applications affecting Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas. This is a 
narrower field of activity than the Worthing Society’s and more attention can be spent on 
examining the  details of the particular applications helped by video presentation by the 
Conservation Officer. Also by arrangement, CAAC does not deal with tree preservation so this is 
investigated by the Society with the particular help of Natalie Cropper. 
  



   
 
 Saturday 
14th August 
 
                       

Social Events  “Music at Teatime” was a social afternoon of music and Sussex cream teas at 

Broadwater Manor School, attracting 150 people from Littlehampton Civic Society, The 
Shoreham Society, The Abbeyfield (Worthing) Society and The Connaught Theatre Club as well 
as members of the Worthing Society and their friends. There was a tour of the school, believed 
to be among the oldest in the town, courtesy of Mr John Sams. Thanks to donated prizes the 
raffle raised £173.57 for the Society’s funds. The next Social event will be “Fun, Food and 
Wine” at Courtlands, Parklands Avenue, Goring-by-Sea on Saturday,27th November at 7.39p.m. 

 Listed Lamp-post in Farncombe Road. On the centre pages of the newsletter is a picture 

of the lamp-post that the late Mrs Pat Baring saved by sitting on a chair in front of council 
workmen who had a pneumatic drill to remove the lamp-post and the floral island as part of a 
road junction improvement.  The Society has now persuaded the Department of the 
Environment to list the Victorian lamp-post at the junction of Farncombe Road and Church 
Walk. Mrs Baring was the founder of the Worthing Civic Society. 
 

Planning Applications 
The proposal for 15 town houses to be built on the cleared site at the junction of Bulkington 
Avenue and South Farm Road has been withdrawn. There is also a proposal for redevelopment 
at 45-55 Victoria Road and rear of 49 Teville Road which is now likely to be accepted,  meaning 
a  loss of substantial Victorian and Edwardian Houses 
 
Goring Hall There has been a further application for croquet lawns after the first one was 
turned down.  
Our requests to have street furniture listed have not been successful so far, but we are now 
asking for the old Gas Holder off Barrington Road. 
Mr John Head has been nominated as our representative on the committee for judging 
 New Buildings of Excellence in Worthing.  We have also submitted  nominations for the award 
this year, the barn conversion in in Seldon Way and Jefferies Lane and the nurses home in 
Farncombe Road. The committee has not reached a decision yet. 
 

Mr Eric Cropper  who had been the Society’s treasurer for many years died on 5th June 1993 

aged 78. He was also Chairman of the Ilex group. We are grateful for all his help to the Society 
and his death is a great loss to conservation in the town. 
  

Worthing Print No 1 is the first in a new series of reproductions of old prints of Worthing. 

This shows Worthing pier in late  Victorian times with the kiosks constructed in 1884. 
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Vice-Chairman’s Notes 
 The Dome.  Worthing Borough Council are to spend £250,000 on structural repairs to the Dome 
and the probable starting date for the work is May 1994. The tower steelwork will be replaced 
piece by piece, involving the removal of the walls, but the roof structure is sound and will be 
retained. When new wall infill panels are installed, the windows will be replaced to their original 
design. The eaves cornice around the top of the tower will also be replaced and provision made 
for the erection of railings and a cupola. The council’s funds will not cover all of these items so 
the Worthing Dome Preservation Trust will be fund raising in order that they can be provided 
while the Council’s work is in progress. 
 The Worthing Herald is also launching a fundraising appeal in March for some or all of the 
following:  Cupola and flagpole, railings around the base of Dome roof, timber balustrade to 
replace the solid  parapet wall to balcony, four flagpoles on the balcony and new shopfront 
fascias and console brackets. It is also proposed to reinstate the external lighting which was a 
feature of the building until the 1920s when the whole tower was illuminated by strings of bulbs 
on the angles of the structure and around the windows. 
The retention and improvement of the Dome was one of the aims which Pat Baring had in the 
1970s. 
 

 Warwick Street South. Another concern of Mrs Baring was the remains of Staffords Marine 
Library on the corner of Library Place opposite the Dome. This is incorporated in a new planning 
application just made by the Avon Group to redevelop the old Southdown Garage for retail 
purposes, including a large store and a number of shops in an arcade linked to Stanford Square 
and to Bedford Row. Plans are available for inspection. There is an illustration of Staffords Marine 
Library was in 1810 from the frontispiece of their New Worthing Guide. 
 
Shopping: If this scheme goes ahead and if the Buckingham Road Shopping Mall (linked to BHS) 
also goes ahead there will be a large increase in shop floor space in Worthing town centre to 
combat the “out of town” developments such as Lyons Farm and Holmbush. 
 

  
Planning Applications  in the last six months there have been 123 application of which 48 

warranted comment. Our views are presented to the Planning Committee and in the majority of 
cases we influence their decision. Some of those applications were: 

a. 2 The Steyne Our suggestion was accepted to reinstate the bay window as part of the 
conversion from a restaurant back to a residence. 

b. Land south of the Acre Day Hospital, Boundary Road. A further proposal to build 
unsuitable and unsightly houses on this road front site was refused. 

c. Rotary Car Park, Hillbarn Lane. A proposal to make this into an overflow car park (with loss 
of part of the Recreational ground and limited public use) for the Insurance Company, was 
rightly rejected. 

d. Midland Bank, 1 Warwick Street. The Bank has been prevented from erecting unsuitable 
internally illuminated signs on the façade of this fine building. 

 



  
e. Cloisters Public House, High Street.  The retrospective application for an illegally erected 

neon sign over the late Church’s Gothic window was objected to and refused. The 
subsequent Appeal by the owner was dismissed and the offending sign will now have to be 
removed. 

f.  13, Liverpool Gardens. We objected to the application for renewal of the 1989 planning 
consent to demolish the Victorian building and erect an architecturally unharmonious 
octagonal building – on the grounds that the Local Plan had changed the situation and 
made it necessary to retain existing historic buildings in the area. The application was then 
withdrawn and the earlier consent has now lapsed. 

g. Downlands Business Park, Lyons Way. An application to turn the Business Park  into more 
retail outlets could only in our view, take yet more trade away from the centre of Worthing. 
The planning decision is awaited. At the same time we have called upon the Planning 
Authorities to take the lead in in rejuvenating the Guildbourne Centre. 

h. 9, 11 and 13 Byron Road.  We have been successful in thwarting the demolition of these 
houses and the building of environmentally unsuitable blocks of flats. It remains to be seen 
whether the Church of England Pensions Board will bow to public opinion and propose a 
more acceptable scheme. 

i. Site at junction of South Farm Road and Bulkington Avenue. Proposals for a poorly 
designed small estate of houses on this prominent site have been turned down for the 
second time. Hopefully the developers will abandon their plans to have the backs of their 
houses facing onto South Farm Road. 

j. Land at Lyons Farm. Demolition of the Houses on the A27 to the east of the garage are 
proposed as part of an application for yet more retail units on this already congested site. 

      The appearance of these units from the main road would be of an industrial estate. The                           
outcome of our objections is awaited. 

 
 Christmas Cards 

Worthing’s  Conservation Officer, Eric Cockain, again provided the drawing for the Christmas  
Cards. The total money received was £95.60 which covered our costs this year.   There are some 
stock left over so the remainder will be on sale at the September meeting. 

 Courtlands.   “Fun, Food and Wine at Courtlands” in November was a successful and enjoyable 

evening and raised over £60 for the Society’s funds despite having to pay for the hire of the room. 
Our thanks to everyone involved, especially to Roy Turner and Jean McGoldrick, the 
accomplished musician and his daughter. 
  

 In Committee 
Goring Hall Mrs Cropper has continued keeping watch on the developments at Goring Hall, the 
latest problem being the proposal to resurface Ilex Avenue from Aldsworth Avenue to the Hall. 
Tree planting in the Chapel Road area on the approach to the Town centre. A positive response 
has been received from WSCC,but some places trees cannot be planted due to underground 
services but the central island in Railway Approach is to be planted with shrubs and a tree. 
Lighting in Ambrose Place has now been installed but only on one side of the road for practical 
reasons. 
Grosvenor House Despite our attemts to save the townscape trees they have been cut down, 
we will press for appropriate replacements. 



 Lobbies in Shopfronts.  The Borough Council has sought opinions  on their draft guidelines on 
lobbies. The police and the council are concerned that they provide cover for crime and 
vandalism, but we feel that emphasis should be put on improved lighting rather than doing 
away with traditional shop fronts, especially in Conservation Areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday 
29th March 

Local Government Review. The government wants to replace the present two-tier system 

of County and Borough (or District) Councils and create new Unitary Authorities.  5,000 leaflets 
were distributed to households in Worthing asking residents’ views but less than 3% were 
returned. It is the Society’s view along with other local Amenity Organisations that this would 
be a disruptive retrograde step causing disorganization and enormous cost to the tax payer at a 
time of straightened public finances. There is no proven need for such a major change. 
We therefore intend to make our views known by writing to Sir John Banham, the Local 
Government Commission, Dolphin Court, 10/11 Great Turnstile, Lincolns Inn Fields, London 
WC1V 7JV.     
WSCC is organising a Public Meeting at the Chatsworth Hotel at 7.30 p.m.   

 Your Committee has been struck by a serious blow.   John Head, the Vice Chairman, has had 

to resign due to ill health. He has agreed however, to act as a consultant to the Society on town 
planning and continue to represent the Society’s interests at the Conservation Area Advisory 
Committee (CAAC) and on the Dome Trust.  We are extremely grateful to him for all his hard 
work over many years on the Committee.  If there is anyone who has experience or knowledge 
of planning or conservation we should be delighted to hear from them. 
Roy Turner has also resigned as Social Secretary and Publicity Officer. We are very grateful for 
his efforts in the last year arranging successful events at Broadwater Manor School and 
Courtlands. More members are needed to help on the committee. 
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Sept 1994 

Local Government Review. 
 The local government Commissioner has published his proposals for West Sussex, both of which 
propose a unitary authority comprising Worthing/Adur/Hove. We, along with other amenity 
societies believe that there is no need for major changes, it can only result in disruption and 
disorganization. The inclusion of Hove will only make matters worse. Members can vote for ”no 
change” and this is recommended by the committee. The voting form can be obtained from: 
West Sussex Review, Local Government Commission for England, Freepost WC5626,  101 New 
London Road, Chelmsford, CM99 1BH and must be returned by 26th September. Members can 
also write by that date to the Local Government Commission, Lincolns Inn Fields, London WC1V 
7JU. 
 

 
 
 
   1843 

Some Worthing Buildings -  (1) Christ Church    an illustration provided by permission of 

West Sussex County Council Library Service. It was opened in 1843 built in the cruciform form  
with local flint and had a distinctive square tower. It was mainly funded by the Vicar of 
Broadwater, Peter Wood and run initially by William Davison, first Chaplain of Worthing Chapel 
(now St Paul’s).  Christ Church became a parish church in 1855. 

 Planning Applications 
Over the last six months, 123 applications were examined by the committee and 50 had 
justified observations or objections. The more important were: 

a.  Bus Depot, Library Place and land south of Warwick Street.  The local Avon group 
(who built the the Montague Centre) has been given outline approval for the 
redevelopment of this area, one large store and 16 smaller units. However we have 
pressed for the rebuilding of the shell, on the site of Stafford’s Marine Library, to its full 
original height. When built, the shopping complex will improve Worthing’s attraction 
and re-vitalise the Warwick Street area. 
 

b. Land south of the Acre Day Hospital,  Boundary Road.  The attempt to build 5 houses 
on this restricted site has been withdrawn after considerable objections. 3 houses at 
the most would suit this site but a number of good trees would be destroyed. We have 
asked the Planning Department to review the development potential of this site. 
Ideally it should be left as it is and possibly landscaped. 

 
c. Guildbourne Centre.  The proposals have been well publicized in the local press. We 

wished the centre to be entirely rebuilt but have to accept its visual and environmental 
impact so we have been involved in drawing up proposals to improve the appearance 
and accessibility of the forecourt area including partial pedestrianization of South 
Street and the area around the clock.     



 d. Downlands Business Park,  Lyons Farm.  In March 1994 there were two further 
proposals for retail developments which have been withdrawn. Now the West Sussex 
Health Authority have applied to have their new Headquarters on one location but 
what would happen to Courtlands? For the other location, Sainsburys wanted to 
demolish houses but this was rejected by the planning committee. An appeal has been 
lodged and a further application made. It is hoped that the planners will turn down 
both applications, preventing houses being demolished just to increase large out of 
town shopping facilities. 

e. Land at the junction of Lennox Road and Chapel Road. Sheltered Housing, consisting 
of four dissimilar blocks of flats has been approved for this neglected area. Our appeal 
that the design  should be improved was turned down because of the expense. 

f. 14/16 Farncombe Road.  Sympathetic extensions and a single storey link have been 
agreed for these two fine Victorian villas providing the car parking can be kept to the 
rear of the villas, with appropriate front gardens established as it is a Conservation 
Area. 

g. 9, 11 and 13 Byron Road.  The latest proposals, retaining Nos 11 and 13 and rebuilding 
No 9 are better because the Victorian look will be preserved. We believe if the separate 
front gardens are retained, the new application by the C of E Pensions Board is 
acceptable. 

h. Fig Garden, Tarring.  We have asked the Planning Department to arrange for a small 
door to be inserted in the wall, which separates the two halves of the garden so that 
on the annual open day in July, it will be easier to see the entire garden. An illustration 
from a postcard in the Terry Child collection shows Fig Gardens reproduced with 
permission from West Sussex County Council. 

 
  

 Planning Committee – Public Question Time 
Worthing Borough Council is introducing a Public Question Time at all of its main Committee 
meetings. This includes Planning Committee, when the 15 minute question time will 
commence at 4.30p.m. and the questions will have to be provided 15 minutes before the start 
of question time. This is an experiment for a 6 month period. 

 Worthing Dome Preservation Trust. 
The Trust is organising a series of special film evenings to raise funds for work and materials in 
support of structural work being carried out by Worthing Borough Council. On August 28th 
actor Christopher Timothy visited the Dome to talk about his love of the cinema and introduce 
one of his favourite films, Hitchcock’s classic “Psycho”.   Similar evenings are planned in the 
future for John Mills, Alan Bates, Bryan Forbes and Susan Hampshire. Members are urged to 
support the “The Friends of the Dome”. 

                    
 
 
26th Oct 
       
 
14th June 

In Committee  
The Borough Council is beginning its Local Plan Review, to deal with developments beyond 
1996 and we are proposing extensions to Conservation Areas. 
Compass Healthcare will shortly be opening their new hospital at Goring Hall, it will be opened 
by Princess Margaret. 
A walk round Castle Goring  took place on 14th June. Mr Fitzroy Somerset, the owner, told us 
about its history and architecture. 30 people attended. 
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1995 

Planning Applications 
 This half year there have been 133 planning applications of which 48 needed comment or 
objection to the Borough Planning Officer. In most cases it seems our views were heeded. Some 
of the more important were: 
Connaught House, Marine Parade.  An attempt to replace all original windows with UPVC was 
successfully fought off. 
Capelia House, 18/21 West Parade. At last the owners (Gleesons) have removed two hoardings 
from the front of a block of flats despite their appeal to retain them for another year. 
Old Tower Brewery, Warwick Road. (Sketch of building from”Descriptive Account of Worthing” 
c1890 with permission of Worthing District County Council.) Since it ceased to be a brewery in 
the 1920s, it has had several owners and several uses Now it has been empty for some years but 
has recently changed hands at auction. An application to convert it into four flats was turned 
down. Almost nothing of the  internal areas remain of the brewery and  many of the doors and 
windows have been altered. It is in a sad state of dilapidation. The whole building needs to be 
rescued from demolition. 
 

 6, Eirene Road. An application to demolish this bungalow and build a house was refused 
because it would over-dominate the next door bungalow. 
116, Heene Road. The owner is to be prosecuted for failing to obey an enforcement order to 
restore the traditional style windows which were illegally removed and replaced with UPVC 
versions. 
131, Heene Road and 58, Shakespeare Road. The owners of both houses wish to demolish part 
of their flint walls and gardens to allow car parking. Since this is a Conservation Area and the 
flint walls are protected permission was refused. 
9/11/13, Byron Road. Two alternative applications were approved last year for C of E Pensions 
Board, but they now plan to demolish both nos.9 and 11 replacing them with two over-large 
blocks of flats. This application has not yet been determined. 

  Our Lady of Sion School, Crescent Road. We have objected strongly to an application for 
installing roof lights in the roof facing Crescent Road. As it is a listed building it would be 
visually disastrous. 
44/48, Shelley Road. This was the West Sussex Clinic using one detatched and two semi-
detached Victorian Villas, all original and deserving retention. There is an application to 
demolish them and build poorly designed flats. Unfortunately the villas are not listed and are 
not in a conservation area, so it is unlikely that they can be saved. 
Worthing Police Station, Union Place. For security reasons the Authority wishes to build a wire 
fence between the main block and the end of the road. It is hoped they will erect something 
more suited to the surroundings. 
Grafton Site and Deck, Marine Parade. Some years ago, the Council hoped  to sell the site, 
with outline permission to develop it in a number of ways,  e.g. Hotel, Leisure complex etc. 
Then there were no buyers but now they hope for a sale. We have suggested that of the 
various leisure uses a new cinema should be deleted, on the grounds that it would reduce the 
success  of the Dome complex. 



 The Acre Day Hospital site, Boundary Road. Following the refusal last year, to allow five 
houses to be built, there is again an outline application for five houses. This application is 
presumably submitted because the previous one is time-expired. We have objected, 
recommending that only two houses be allowed  on the divided site and drawing attention to 
the Appeal Inspector’s opinion in 1992 that there was a need to protect this pleasant part of 
Worthing from over-development. We await the decision by the Planning Committee. 
  

 The Dome Theatre – An update on the Trust’s Proposals. With an illustration of the 

Dome c1916, a postcard from the Terry Childs Collection with the permission of West Sussex 
County Council Library Service. 
 In November 1993, Worthing Borough Council granted a two year lease to Robins Cinemas 
and did not give the Trust any legal interest in the building so it could not apply to any of the 
national grant and loan bodies in the architectural heritage field.  In the last twelve months 
local fund raising has been  helped by Robins Cinemas and particularly their manager Claire 
Tompkins who has run the “Friends of the Dome” scheme with celebrity and films charity 
performances. The Trust does now have  Charitable Status so in 1994 it decided to raise funds 
to provide the architectural embellishments which the Council was unable to include in their 
repair scheme. Our priority was to re-instate a cupola and a flagpole which had been missing 
since the early 1950s and were shown in the original Architect’s drawings. Also missing was a 
fender rail to the base of the Dome, flag poles and railings to the balcony and  an external 
lighting scheme. 
Early contributers to our fund raising were the Worthing Civic Lottery and Bentalls of South 
Street, Worthing. Their contributions enabled us to order the cupola and flagpole which are 
currently being constructed by Alpha Glass Fibres Ltd of Portsmouth who are also organising 
the provision of the top flagpole. After several local charity events fund raising,  a local 
Worthing firm is making the fender rail for the base of the Dome roof. Renovation work by the 
Council has continued, replacing most of the eight steel supports carrying the roof of the 
tower. They were cutting out the old sections and welding in new metal. This required the 
removal of two floors within the tower and supporting the roof structure with scaffolding. 
When the Dome opened in 1911 there was a concrete roof with a smooth plaster or a cement 
render that had been painted a bright yellow. During the 1920s it was allowing water 
penetration so it was clad with slates, but while the last of the steel supports of the roof was 
being replaced a small portion of the outer skin of the roof was seen to move. The Worthing 
Herald reported  it as “the movement of the concrete supports” 
The cinema was closed for one evening only as a precaution. However it was decided that the 
concrete roof should all be removed replacing it with a slate roof on a timber framework. This 
then meant the concrete base for the cupola was gone so the Trust was involved in funding the 
reconstruction of the cupola’s new base. The cupola should be lifted into place next April when 
part of Marine Parade will have to be closed while a large crane lifts it into place. After that 
only the fender rail will have to be installed and the remaining scaffolding taken down. 
This will then reveal the months of work done and inspire the raising of more funds to 
complete the work. 

 Federation of Sussex Amenity Societies 
The Federation, of which this Society is a Member, produces a regular Newsletter reporting on 
matters of concern to Amenity Societies and all people in the region, of changes when the 
Channel Tunnel opens and the European Union develops. They are selling a Newsletter 
costing £2.50p.a. Members wishing to subscribe please contact the Secretary.  



 
 

In Committee On 2nd February the new Conservation Officer, David Frost, attended the 

committee meeting at our invitation and we were able to raise with him many of our long term 
concerns such as the future of the Warnes Hotel site, the extension of Conservation Areas and 
the development of Warwick Street South. He was sympathetic to our views. The other topic 
raised was the requested gate in the wall of the Fig Gardens at Tarring. Unfortunately we have 
later heard that the owners of the three properties involved are not willing to co-operate on 
this. 
West Sussex is to remain a two tier authority (i.e. West Sussex County Council and the 
District/Borough Councils which will survive in their present form) following the Local 
Government Review. 
Concern has been expressed about the condition of the ruins of Heene Chapel east of St 
Botolphs Church. It will be possible to clear the vegetation and consolidate the masonary so 
the Society will make a small contribution towards the cost, along with the Borough Council 
and Worthing Archaeological Society. 
 

Worthing Honours 
Your committee decided to nominate Eric Cockain former Worthing Conservation Officer for a 
Worthing Honour. To our delight he was one of 14 people chosen to receive the award. 
 

Wine and Cheese Party  
A successful Wine and Cheese Party was held on 11th November 1994 at Field Place, raising £55 
for the Society’s funds. Thanks to all who helped. 
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Mrs Constance G Scott 
The death has been announced with regret of Mrs Scott. Her passing has robbed Worthing of a 
distinguished Councillor and a committed conservationist. “Connie” was among those who 
joined Patricia Baring when the old Worthing Civic Society was founded in 1973 and she 
subsequently played an important part in saving Beach House. With her loss and the retirement 
of Eric Cockain the cause for conservation in Worthing has been weakened. She was Chairman 
of the Planning Committee and then Mayor of Worthing in 1978-9.  
 

 Planning Applications 
In the last six months there were 160 planning applications, 40 of these required our comments 
which can influence the Planning Committee. Some significant applications were: 

a. Roberts Marine, West Parade. We objected to the building being demolished as it was 
built at the end of the Art Deco period and was virtually unaltered both internally and 
externally. It had its original fittings, floors, doors and panelling and the garden layout 
was probably original. A photograph of the building by Mark Price is shown. 
Unfortunately the building is not listed nor is it within a Conservation Area so it cannot 
be saved, however the Council is reviewing its conservation areas and the local listed 
buildings. 

b. The Thieves Kitchen, Warwick Street. We objected strongly to the application for 
mirrored glass and the word “Parrot” because it was inappropriate to the building and 
the Conservation Area.  A number of different proposals were put in by the owners of the 
public house which were turned down in favour of the first application. This was 
eventually accepted. 

c. Land fronting 7 Warwick Street. This proposal included a garden wall to be demolished 
so that a car could be parked in the garden. It was objected to because it would be 
unsightly and in a Conservation Area, so it  was turned down. 

d. The bus shelters to the North and South of the Town Hall.  The proposed shelters were 
not a good design and had large illuminated poster boards. These were turned down and 
the current shelters were installed which are in keeping with the Conservation Area and 
do not detract from the fine Town Hall. 

e.  The Old Palace, Tarring. This is one of the oldest known mediaeval buildings in Worthing 
so any changes have to be sympathetic. The applicants wanted to to renew the 1930s 
floor with strip maple boards. These were objected to as large oak boards would be better 
or preferably reveal the original flag stones. However the oak boards were accepted since 
the present owners wanted to use the main hall for dancing. 

f. 207 Tarring Road. The applicants wanted to replace the original slate roof and crested 
ridge with Redland 49 tiles on this 19th century building.  Unfortunately the building was 
not in a Conservation Area nor on the Borough Local List so the application could not be 
refused. 

g. 29 Shakespeare Road. We objected to the removal of architecturally interesting chimney 
stacks that were part of the building’s design and in a Conservation Area.  The application 
was refused. 
 
 



 
h.   83 Heene Road. Being part of a semi and in a Conservation Area the building should not be  

altered by removing a chimney stack and adding a dormer window, destroying the symmetry 
of the whole building. The application was refused. 

 
 
 

  The Worthing Local Transport Plan 
Worthing Society has sent a letter to the County Secretary which will be reviewed in September 
1995 commenting on: 
The attractiveness of Worthing will be diminished by the changes, we do not have pockets of 
surface parking like Chichester, our multi-storey carparks are rundown, dangerous, 
uncontextual,  expensive and inadequate in number to cope with the extra demand. There would 
be inadequate spaces for those who are employed in the town and those who work unsocial 
hours where public transport is not a reasonable option. The voucher scheme would be 
confusing and impractical.  The train is an unattractive alternative option because the routes to 
the stations are undefined and the area around Teville Gate is so run down that people are 
frightened to walk through. The knock-on effect on the outside zones with pollution and traffic 
could be disastrous. 

 Shopfronts in Conservation Areas  have an important role in projecting the image of the 

shop as well as being in proportion with the building as a whole. A drawing  of this proportion 
for a traditional shopfront is shown.  The character of the street is therefore influenced by the 
arrangement of buildings, their scale and design. 
Erosion of the character of the shops has occurred as the shopfronts can be replaced as 
frequently as every two years. In some cases the elements of the original shopfront have been 
obliterated from all recognition. Aluminium frames, plate glass, plastic fascia boxes with Dutch 
blinds have become the norm. Uniform light fittings, alarm boxes, shutters, insensitive logos and 
advertisements, pipes and wires all contribute to the loss of character and legacy of destruction. 
A traditional shopfront is created by a number of main elements which give it form and style. If 
the opportunity should arise to reinstate such features, then it should be taken. One success 
story was Etam, Montague Street when the unsightly box fascia was removed and the Corinthian 
modillions were replaced. This was recognised by the Worthing Society when they presented the 
store with a design award, illustrated in the newsletter. It is hoped that other shops will also take 
the opportunity to invest in sensitive design, bringing vitality back to the street scene. 

 
17thSept. 

Heritage open days in 1995   
These are co-ordinated by the Civic Trust with funding from the Department of National 
Heritage, as England’s contribution to European Heritage Days. There is to be a church tour 
taking in the architecture and interiors of two town centre churches Christ Church and The 
Tabernacle. Unfortunately St Paul’s can only be viewed from the outside since a service has been 
booked for that afternoon.  Robert Elleray will lead the tour. 

 The Mulberry Hotel 
The Worthing Society and the Ilex group and Sea Lane Conservation Group have objected to most 
of the alterations currently being carried out at this hotel which was built in 1938 in a distinct 
Voysey style, well proportioned, using local materials of Horsham stone, pale brickwork and 
some flints. It is a focal point of the Goring Conservation Area. Many of the proposed changes 
and additions will obscure the simple architectural design. Enlarged signs, excessive lighting and 
curlicued carriage lamps are inappropriate. Despite the protests, Natallie Cropper wrote a letter, 
the Planning Committee have given the go- ahead for the work. 



 Subscriptions were due on 1st April and are £3 single, £5 double membership. 

 

Tony Baxter – A tribute to his Committee service from the President as he stepped down from 

the committee: 
In the last decade or more while attending the regular Committee meetings as an observer under 
our Constitution, I have been privileged to observe Toby’s masterly analysis of about a dozen 
planning applications at each meeting. His exposition has been a model of lucidity often 
accompanied by diagrams: his file must make a worthy archive. His knowledge of Worthing’s 
highways and byways is encyclopaedic. His loss to the committee, on top of John Head’s 
departure will leave a real void. I am very pleased to add my warm thanks for an outstanding 
contribution to the Society. 
 

 


